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Join SCRA's
E-mail Network

Greetingsl We invite you to join SCRA's
very own e-maillistl The name of the list is
SCRA-L, and it can be accessed by anyone
with an a-mail address. Through this list, you
can receive updates on current events con-
cerning SCRA. You can also post messages
to all SCRA members signed-on the list. We
hope that this list will becoma a forum for
discussions within the society, and we en-
courage all SCRA membars to sign-on and
participate.

It is quite simple to become connected
with other SCRA members on the e-mail list.
It requires two steps:

1) Send an e-mail message TO:
USTSERV@UICVM.UIC,EDU.

2) In the body of the message, type:
SUBSCRIBE SCRA-L followed by your first
and last name with a single space between
each word. For example, John Doe could sign
on 'ho lis' by typing: SUBSCRIBE SCRA-L
JOHN DOE.

Within 24-hours, you should get a mes-
sage back from lists9rv stating thet you have
been added to the SCRA-L list. If there was
anyproblemwithyour mail command, it will
instead inform you of the problem.

An Introduction to LISTSERV 16 .V.'"/..bI.' Once you log on to the list, you can get
an introduction to LISTSERVdocuments with
two steps:

1 )Send an e-mail message TO:
LISTSERV@UICVM.UIC.EDU.

2) In thebodyofthe message, type: GET
USTSERV REFCARD.

A filo (LiSTSERV REFCARD) will bo son'
to you which givas a general introduction to
LlSTSERV commands and their usage.

Sending groupm •••• g•• to SCRA m.",..
ben on e-m.n. To post messages to the list
mambers:

1) E-mail your message TO: SCRA-L@
UICVM.UIC.EDU.

2) Type and send your message in your
normal manner.

The message will be forwarded to all
signed-on membersl

If you have any questions or problems,
pleaso foel free to sond an e-mail message to
SCRA's National Students Representative,
Sean Azelton. at l.Sean.Azelton Quie.edu.
If you need social support or want to hear a
human voico during this process, call Roger
Weissberg at (312) 413-1012. Welcome
onlinel

Membership Information
The Community Psychologist and the Ameri-
csn Journsl of Community Psychology ere
mailed to all APA Division 27 members.
Students and Affiliate members mey receive
the Newsletter by sending $15.00 for stu-
dents and $29.00 for affiliates and members
per calendar year to William S. Davidson,
Department of Psychology, 129 Psychology
Research Building, Michigan State Univer-
sity, Eoo' Lansing, MI 48824-1117.

Mailing List Information
Change of Address notices for Member. and
Associates should be sent to APA Centrel
Office, Dete Processing Mansger, for revi-
sion of APA mailing lists, as wellasto William
Davidson, Department of Psychology, 129
Psychology Research Building,Michigan State
University, East Lansing, MI 48824-1117.

Submission Information
Articles, Columns, Announcements, and Fea-
tures should be typed double-spaced, ac-
companied by IBM WordPerfect (or Mec,
double density) computer disk, and 8ent to:
Jean Ann Unney, Office of the Dean, College
of Humanities and Social Sciences, Univer-
sity of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208,
e-mail: linney@scarolina.edu. Deadlln •• for
the.,u., are: January 1. Mareh 1. May 16,
August 1, and October 16.

Opinions expressed in Ths Community Psy·
chologist are those of the individual authors
and do not necessarily reflect official positions
taken by the Society for Community Research
and Action.

mailto:linney@scarolina.edu.


Building a Great Society:
Findings from SCRA's

Membership Involvement Survey

1\\'0 ofmy mentors (Emory Cowen and
Ellis Gesten) emphasized the importance of
providing feedback to people who complete
yoursurveys. Participant-conceptualizers in
program development and evaluation typi-
cally find that sharing results stimulates
informative discussion, new understand-
ings, and innovative directions. In addition,
when people see that their efforts are put to
good use, theyparticipate more actively and
thoughtfullyinfuture invitations to collabo-
rate. Given these views, my second Presi-
dential column summarizes findings from
the Membership Involvement Swvey in-
cludedintheFallPresidentialmai1ing. These
data help to guide our efforts to build SCRA
into a "Great Society" (Weissberg, Fall 1994
issue).

In October 1994, we mailed a I-page
(2-sided) SCRA Membership Involvement
Survey to 767 APA members, 280 non-APA
members, and 372 student members (Total
!!= 1,419). Thusfar, 14Opeople(9.9"loofthe
membership) have returned the survey, in-
cluding 10S professionals and 3S students.
I interpret this response rate from the per-
spective of seeing the glass as one-tenth full
rather than nine-tenths empty. Most impor-
tant, the 140 people who expressed interest
in Society participation represent a wonder-
ful resource. I will link these individuals
with relevantSCRAinterest-groupandcom-
mittee chairs. In addition, there is the criti-
cal challenge of engaging 1,279 members
more actively in Society endeavorsl

Overall, it appears that the interests
and opinions expressed on the swvey may
be fairly representative of the views held by
the broader SCRA membership. It would be
wrong to assume, for example, that non-
respondents are not interested in being in-
volved in Society activities. An exploratory
analysis focused on 63 members who are
currently highly engaged in Society activi-
ties (i.e., Executive Committee Members,
Committee and Interest Group Chairs, Re-
gional Coordinators) indicated that only
16% returned the swvey. Perhaps the major
differences between the 140 members who
responded and thosewhodid not are that the
former group is more compulsive about

reading and responding to their mail (a
person-centered hypothesis!), or had fewer
demands at the time the survey arrived in
their mail boxes-if indeed the survey was
successfully delivered to the correct address
(environmental- and system-oriented hy-
potheses!). The rest of this column summa-
rizes key swvey findings and their implica-
tions for Society directions and initiatives.

••• when people see that
their efforts are put to

good use, they participate
more actively and

thoughtfully in future
invitations to collaborate.

Welcome to the
Communications Agel

One of the more stunning findings re-
flects the impact of advances in communi-
cationsreehnologyofSCRAmembers. Over-
all, 6S% of the respondents provided a FAX
number and S 1% provided an e-mail ad-
dress. My first column identified the prior-
ity of bringing the Society into the e-mail
era. Aided by the hard work and computer
wizardry of Sean Azelton (a National Stu-
dent Representative who is also enrolled in
UlC's Community andPreventionReseareh
Program), we have established three Soci-
ety e-mail networks.

1) SCRAEXEC permits current mem-
bers to the Executive Committee and the
editors oftheAmerican Journal ofCommu-
nity Psychology and The Community Psy-
chologist to communicate more effectively
and efficiently about the ongoing details Of
Society business.

2) SCRA-P is a communication net-
work comprised of Past SCRA Presidents
and the Executive Committee (Thus far, 16
of the 26 Past Presidents have shared their e-
mail addresses). This network-which is an

attempt to foster the continued active in-
volvement of Past Presidents-will make it
easier for the Executive Committee to seek
the input and wisdom of Past Presidents
about major Society issues and initiatives.

3) SCRA-L is the e-mail bulletin board
for all SCRA members. So far, there are
approximately 140 members on the net-
work, including the 72 respondents who
provided their e-mail addresses on the sur-
vey. SCRA-Lisprovingtobeausefu1forum
that provides timely information (e.g., job!
conference announcements, requests for
community psychology texts andreferences,
SCRA election and award results) and dis-
cussion of critical issues (e.g., How can the
results of community psychology research
be disseminated more widely and effectively
to policy makers and practitioners?).

I encourage all SCRA members---i:spe-
cially students-to join the SCRA-L net-
work. Send a message to: LISTSERV
@UlCVM.UlC.EDU. Then, in the body of
the message, type: SUBSCRIBE SCRA-L
followed by your first and last name. For
example, I wrote: SUBSCRIBE"SCRA-L
ROGER WEISSBERG. Seepage 38 of this
issue for more details about the sign-up
process.

Interest Groups, Committees,
and Other Opportunities

for Involvement
The Society has 14 interest groups and

standingcommitteesthat arecurrentlyfunc-
tioning, and two new groups that are in
development (i.e, Disabilities;Lesbian, Gay,
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and Bisexual Concerns). These groups are
listed below with the number of survey
respondents who expressed interest in learn-
ing more about them. The telephone num-
ber of each Committee Chair is also listed.
I mailed each contact person a list with the
names and addresses of all interested SCRA
members. Ideally, they will communicate
with you to supply information about cur-
rent activities and proposed goals for two
organizational planning meetings to be held
at the Bieunial Conference on June 14 and
16, 1995. If you haven't heard from them, I
urge you to call them directly to mobilize
action.
79-Prevention-Jean Ann Linney (803)

777-7161 andIrwinSandler(602) 965-
7420

62-Children and Youth-Mark Aber
(217) 333-6999

52-8ocialPolicy-CarolynFeis(202) 512-
3864 and Karen Anderson (202) 225-
3536

42-Applied Settings-David Chavis (908)
445-0478

42-Community Healtb-Rich Jenkins
(301) 294-1880, x1125

41-School Intervention-Marsha Klein
(203) 789-7645 and Joseph Zins (513)
556-3341

41-Raclal and Cultural Affairs-
Yolanda Suarez (312) 508-2961 and
Randy Potts (901) 448-6378

36-Women-Marion Terenzio(518) 270-
2221 and Marg Schneider (416) 431-
1639

34-International Community Psycbol-
ogy-Fabricio Balcazar (312) 413-
1646

30-Self-Help/Mutual Support-Keith
Humphreys (415) 493-5000, x2814

27-Stress and Coping-FranNorris (404)
651-1610 and Manuel Barrera (602)
965-7296

27-Increasing Undergraduate Aware-
ness in Community Psychology-Kim
Kobus (312) 996-3036 andEden Avery
(404) 370-0142

21-Rural Psycbology-Michael Blank
(804) 979-8372

17-Disabilities-Glen White (913) 964-
4840

12-Lesbian, Gay, & Bisexual Con-
cerns-Interim Contact: Meg Bond
(508) 934-3971

II-Aging-MargaretHastings(312) 663-
0040
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Members also expressed the desire to
become involved and support the Society's
efforts in other important ways.
57-Review articles for AJCP-Ed

Trickett (301) 405-5893
38-Review proposals for tbe 1996 APA

Convention-FabricioBaicazar (312)
413-1646

36-Review proposals for the 1997 Bien-
nial Conference-Roger Weissberg
(312) 413-1012

9-Serve as a Regional Coordinator-
Andrea Solarz (202) 336-6067 and
Carolyn Feis (202) 512-3864

Reactions to
Society Publications

Below are two relevant survey state-
ment about Society Publications with the
percentages of members who agreed or dis-
agreed with them.

I am satisfied with theAmerican Jour-
nal of Community Psychology.

Strongly agree 22%
Agree 66%
Disagree 11%
Strongly disagree 1%
I am satisfied with The Community

Psychologist.
Strongly agree 40%
Agree 55%
Disagree 4%
Strongly disagree 1%

Overall, these reactions are quite posi-
tive, but there remains some room for im-
provement. The two scholarly, energetic
editors of these publications (Ed Trickett!
AJCP and Jean Ann Linney/TCp) are eager
to receive constructive suggestions about
ways to improve them. In addition, the
SCRA Publication Committee--chaired by
Chris Key&-is focusing on ways to adver-
tiseAJCP more aggressively, accelerate the
publication schedule of AJCP, and make
publications more responsive to the needs of
community practitioners. In addition, there
is excitement with Jean Ann Linney's plan
to publish The Community Psychologist
five times rather than three times per year.

Updates on the
Biennial Conference

The FifthBieunial ConferenceforCom-
munity Research and Action will take place
in Chicago from June 14 to 17, 1995. The
positive, enthusiastic reactions to the Con-
ference have been extraordinaIy. We are
thrilled with the fact that there will be three
outstanding keynote speakers, nine critical
issue groups, almost 200 posters, and mcm:1
In response to the survey question about
plans to attend the Conference: 43% said
they will attend, 34% indicated they might
attend, and 23% stated they couldn't make
it. By the time you read this column, you
should have received the program in the
mail. Please submit your registration
materials and contact the Bismark Hotel
to make lodging reservations by May 1.
1995 aUhe latest. Thereare lotsofevents-
although none are more important than the
Bienniall-that take place. during June in
Chicago. We have been warned that people
who wait until the last minute to reserve
hotel accommodations may have difficulty
securing rooms at the reasonable rates the
Conference Planning Committee has nego-
tiated.

A Final Comment about
Open-i:nded Responses

One ofmy joys in sendingthis member-
ship survey involved readingthe comments
and suggestions that members and friends
offered about how to make SCRA a Great
Society. About 99"loofthese comments were
constructive and 1% appeared "psychoticl"
Although space limitations preventmeftom
summarizing the many beneficial sugges-
tions, I assure you that I considered themall,
and the the Executive Committee was influ-
enced by many at our recent Midwinter
Meeting. In contrast, there was one recom-
mendation-that wascompletelyrejected-
from a member who wrote: "Re-elect R
Weissberg as SCRA President. Down with
term limitsl" Never has it been so easy for
me to differentiate a constructive comment
from one that is out oftouch with realityl



Bringing Community Psychology
to the State Legislative Arena:

The Reform of Child Support
Enforcement Legislation

Dennis P. Stolle, Mark Fondacaro,
Kathryn Olson, and Brian Wilcox
University of Nebraska Lincoln

Over the past several decades, dramaIic
changes haveoa:urred in fiuniIy lifethrough-
out the nation. Increases in divorce and out-
of-wedlock births have contributed to the
growing number and proportion of children
who live in single-parent homes; many of
these children receive little or no financial
supportfromtheirnoncustodial parent (House
Comm. on Ways and Means, 1994). Since
1970, the number of female-headed families
with children increasedby 164percent (House
Comm. on Ways andMeans, 1994). In 1993,
1.2 million children were born out-of-wed-
lock in the United States. These changes
reflect the gmwing need to improve child
support enforcement efforts.

Traditionally, states have had prilll3lY
responsibility in the area of family law. in-
cluding child support enforcement. However,
Congress has assumed increased responsibil-
ity for child support enforcemeut largely as a
measure to help control federal spending on
the Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC)program. Alongtheselines, in 1975,
Congress passed Title N-D of the Social
Security Act, which established requirements
for state programs aimed at locating absent
parents, establishingpatemity, obtaining sup-
port orders and collecting support payments.
UnderTitlelV-D, each participating state (aU
fifty states participate) designs its own plan
for a child support enforcement program
based on state laws and procedures which are
in substantial compliance with the federal
regulations. Many of the recent amendments
to Title IV-D require states to supplement or
replace traditional case-by-case judicial pro-
cedures for enforcing child support orders
with more system-wide administrative proce-
dures aimed at improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of efforts to collect child sup-
port. Recent federal welfare reform proposa1s
also reflect this trend toward more systemic,
administrative approaches to child support
establishment and enforcement (Work and

Responsibility Act, 1994).OveraIl,thesepolicy
changes are an outgmwth ofincreased public
dissatisfaction with existing child support
enforcement efforts.

In an attempt to come into compliance
withnewfederal standards, both in the area of
child support enforcement as well as other
areas of social services, the state of Nebraska
adopted a Welfare Reform Ad (1994). Many
aspects of the Welfare Reform Ad (1994)
went beyond the federal requirements by pro-
viding for the establishment of special com-
mittees to study novel proposa1s for welfare
reform. One such specia1 committee was the
Governor's Child Support Study Committee.
The Committee consisted of twenty commu-
nity members representing the Departments
of Social Services, Health, Labor, Revenue,
Motor Vehicles, Administrative Services, the
State Court Administrator'soffice, andrepre-
sentatives of county attorneys, clerl<s and
judges of the distrid court, custodial and
noncustodial parents, the Nebraska Bar As-
sociation, and the Nebraska Bankers Ass0-
ciation. The Committee's purpose was to
study and make recommendations regarding
the feasibility of proposals for reform of the
state's child support enforcement system

Recognizing the potential difficulties of
bringing together twenty diverse (and some-
times adverse) interests and attempting to
work toward a consensus for recommenda-
tions on emotionally charged issues, the De-
partment of Social Services approached the
Center on Children, Families, and the Law
(CCFL) for assistance in coordinating the
Committee'selforts. CCFL isa department of
the University of Nebraska closely associated
with the Nebraska Law and Psychology Pro-
gram and employs a number of psychologists
includingcommunityandcommunity-minded
psychologists, several of whom have legal
training. In the remainder of this column, we
will provide an overview of CCFL's role in
reforming Nebraska's child support enforce-

meut system and discuss our experience in
bringing community psychology to the state
legislative arena.

CCFL's Role in Coordinating
the Committee's Efforts

Our initial concern wasfrarning CCFL's
role in the Committee's work clearly and
specifically enough to keep the Committee
moving constructively forward. Many of the
Committee members and the agencies or
interests they represent came to the table with
their own histories of cooperation or non-
cooperation with each other. Furthermore,
most of the committee members were them-
selves parents with their own opinions of
what arrangements are best for children.
Consequently, our primary concern was com-
municating that our interests were non-parti-
san, and our purpose was to provide the
committee with objective information to fa-
cilitate the reaching of consensus on the best
way to achieve the policy objectives estab-
lishedbythelegislature. Indoingso, we relied
on the text of the legislation.

The legis1ation specified that "children
should be maintained as much as possible
from the resources of both parents, thereby
relieving or avoiding the burden often borne
by single parents or the state as a whole
through public assistance programs. There-
fore [the Committee will] study the proposa1s
... todetennine whether adoptingthepropos-
als would facilitate the establishment oflegal
paternity and child support and enforcement
of support orders." We emphasized that this
language meant that the purpose of the Com-
mittee was not to evaluate the soundness of
the publicpolicyunderlyingtheproposa1s nor
was it to inveut better proposals, rather the
Committee's purpose was to evaluate, as ob-
jectively as possible, the technical and politi-
cal feasibility of implementing the specific
proposals. Thus, the focus here was on policy
implementation rather than on policy for-
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mulation. Thevalues guiding policy develop-
ment in this area were those of the democrati-
cally elected legislators rather than those of
the Committee members or the CCFL. Em-
phasizingthis pointwas critical bothfromthe
standpoint of helping to keep the Committee
members focused and of maintaining the
credibility of the CCFL in thishighlypartisan
arena.

Our second concern was getting twenty
diverse individuals including lawyers, non-
1a")'el'S,business people, poblicservants, and
public activists up to speed on the legal and
social issues the Committee fiIced. We began
this process by providing a presentation on
the background ofchild support legislation in
Nebraska and other states at the initial Com-
mittee meeting. In this presentation, we out-
1ined each of the seven specific proposals
before the Committee. We then divided the
Committee into eight subcommittees---()ne
for each of six proposals and two for the
seventh proposal. Committeememberschose
thesubcommittee orsubcommitteeson which
they would worle with the sole guidance that
each of them had been chosen by the Gover-
nor to sit on the Committee because of their
special expertise and that they should assume
subcommittee assignments that would best
utilize their expertise.

The seven proposals focused on the fol-
lowing areas: (I) adopting administrative
processes to supplement the existing and
often sluggish court-based system of child
support enforcement, (2) establishing a cen-
tralized registIy for newly hired or rehired
employees in an effort to track parents who
change jobsftequent1yto avoid child support
obligations, (3) creating an administrative
lien against the bank accounts of parents who
owe child support, (4) allowing for the sus-
pension or revocation of professional and
motor vehicle licenses for parents who owe
child support, (5) intercepting or requiring
disclosure of certain prizes and winnings for
childsupportenforoementpwposes, (6) adopt-
ing a conciliation system to replace aspects of
the current adversarial child support enforce-
ment system, and (7) establishing a state-
wide centralized registIy of child support
judgments to fucilitate child support enforce-
ment.

To ensure auniform approach among the
subcommittees, we developed seventeen is-
sues or questions that each subcommitteewas
to address, in order, in their written recom-
mendation. The issues to be addressed in-
c1nded such aspects as outlining the relevant
law, providing and analysis of the social costs
and benefits, providing an ana1ysis of the
economic costs and benefits, and identifying
practical impedimentstotheproposaI 's imple-
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mentation. Thesubcommitteespos~"""vary-
ing degrees of research proficiency. Conse-
quently, CCFL made graduate student re-
search assistants drawn from the Nebraska
Law and Psychology Program available to
provide research support to the subcommit-
tees on both legal and social science issues.
This system provided the subcommitteeswith
access to necessary resources and provided
graduate students with social policy-relevant
research and applied experience.

All of the subcommittees required legal
research support, and several of the subcom-
mittees required information drawn from sc-
cial science literature. Most notable was the
subcommitteestudyingthefeasibilityofadopt-
ing a conciliation system to replace aspects of
the current adversarial approach to issues of
child support, visitation and custody. The
conciliation proposal, which proved to be the
most controversial and emotion laden for
both committee membersand membersofthe
public, drew most heavily upon social science
research.

The purpose of adopting conciliation
procedures is to streamline the system while
remaining responsive to the complexities in
this area offamily law. However, non-<:usto-
dial parents often view any new procedures as
strengtheoingthemeansbywhich non-<:usto-
dial parents are held accountable for paying
court-ordered child support but doing little or
nothing to ensure the visitation rights of the
non-<:ustodial parent or to ensure that the
child support monies are actually expended
forthe benefit of the child Asa matteroflaw,
payment of support and visitation are inde-
pendent. Yet the payment of support and
visitation are intimately linked both empiri-
cally and in the minds of parents (Thompson,
1994). Fathers who have visitation rights and
regularly spend time with their children are
more likely to pay support than fathers who
aredeniedvisitationrights(Thompson, 1994).

We saw first hand the intimate and com-
plex relationship between visitation and sup-
port payments. All Committee meetings were
open meetings, and an opportunity was pro-
vided for public comment at each meeting.
The public commentaly was more often di-
rected toward issues of visitation and the
custodial parent's spending than. any other
issue. The public comments were usnally
highly emotional, involved personal experi-
ences, andcamefromnon-<:ustodial as well as
custodial parents. Such commentalywasuse-
ful in informing Committee members about
which issueswereofcritical importancetothe
public and in providing the public with a
sense of participation in the process. How-
ever, the commentaly often severely slowed
the proceedings because 1arge numbers of

citizens attended the meetings and most of
them wanted an opportunity to tell their story.
Consequently, we had to strike a reasonable
balancebetween providingan openanddemo-
cratic forum and providing an efficient and
effective forum. Although we tried to avoid
limiting the number of people who were
allowed to voice their concerns, often, this
meant limiting the time that a member ofthc
public was allowed to speak.

After hearing the public testimony and
reviewingthe legal and social implications of
the Governor's proposal, the subcommittee
on conciliation recommended the adoption of
a non.oinding m.nd.tn'Y mediation process
as well as a process to provide for expedited
handling of matters pertaining to visitation
interference. The proposal to establish an
administrative procedure to provide for an
accounting by custodial parents oftheiruse of
child support monies was rejected. largely
because of the potential for itsuseas a harass-
ment tool.

The final Committee report submitted to
theGovemor, the Nebraska StateLegisla1=,
and the Governor's WeI13re Reform Round
Thble supported its recommendations with
relevant social science research and scholar-
ship. We were able not ouly to provide the
Committee with such information, but alsoto
ensure that itwas utilized in aresponsibleand
accurate manner. Although the case for ad-
ministrative procedures was strong from an
empirical standpoint, the recommendations
were up against Nebraska case law finding
previous innovations in this area in potential
conflict with the Nebraska Constitution. This
conflict of empirical evidence and Slateoon-
stitutional law highlights the difficulty of
bringingsocial science to an arena controlled
primarily by legal precedent and not by ern-
pirical evidence.

Community Psychology and
the Resulting Legislation

Throughout our worle in coordinating
the Committee's efforts, we emphasized par-
ticipatory decision making. Although this
approach was often difficult and time oon-
suming, webelievethat thevalueofacommu-
nity oriented approach was rdIected in the
quality of the final report. The report, which
detailed the recommendations of each of the
subcommittees, was largely drafted byCCA.
andincluded literaturereviewsdonebygradu-
ate research assistants as supporting at18ch-
ments. The final report was well rooeivedby
theGovemor's WeIfareRefonnRound Table,
and CCFL received several letters from gov-
ernment officials commending our participa-
tion in the project. Ultimately, the Nebrasb
Department of Social Services ~ed 1M



CCFL assist in dndting cbild support en-
forcement legislation based on the Com-
miUec'sRCOmmendalions.

TheSlJ<X)C§s'i11impl""'entation of social
policies grounded in research is often
dependantupon the clIaftingof a legislative
scheme that garners public support. KeIq
(1988)suggeststhatakeydeterminantofhow
well a social program or policy is implo-

. meDledis the degree to which citizens and
communityleaders are given an opportunity
forpsrticipative ownershipof the program or
policy.Consistent with this view,we believe
that our emphasison providingfor psrticipa-

Backlash: The UndecloredWar Against
AmeriCfln Women. (1991). By Susan
FBludi. New York: Doubleday. (552
pazes).

Back/ash is a graphically detailed ac-
count of how American women have been
defined by their male dominated culture.
Faludi powerfu\\y articulates the feminist
agenda and the backlash phenomena which
prevents attempts to negate its advances.
According to Faludi, "Feminism's agenda
is basic: It asks that women not be forced to
'choose' between public justice and private
happiness. It asks that women be free to
define themselves-instead ofhaving their
identity defined for them, time and time
again, by their culture and their men" (p.
xxiii).

Faludi defines backlash as "a powerful
counterassault on women's rights" (p. xviii)
and descn"besthe backlash of the 1980's as
a period ofincreased antifeminism in direct
response to perceived feminist gains. She
sets forth two important, recurring themes
throughout the book. The first involves the
three sequential Iteps which establish a
bacldash, i.e., the antifeminist sentiments
held by religious leaders, which infiltrate
the federal government, before they are
spread by our popular culture. The second
theme iJ that while backlash iJ born out of
fear offuture feminist gains, defense against
such fears iJ in devaluing past gains.

In thefirst part of the book, "Myths and
FIashbacb, " the author systematically dis-
mantles three commonly held myths about

tol)' decision making from the earliest stages
will ultimately filcilitate the implementation
of positive legislative reforms in the area of
cbild support enforcement
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women's inabilities, specifically their in-
abilities to find a spouse, economically sur-
vive a divorce, and conceive on demand. To
refute the fourth myth, that single women
were more depressed in the 80's than in
prior decades, is tougher without past stud-
ies; however, Faludi suggests that the im-
pact of the backlash bas given them reason
to be depressed. Part I concludes with a
historical analysis ofbacklash periods that
have oc:curred throughout American his-
tol)'.

In Part II, "The Backlash in Popular
Culture," media participation in creating
the backlash period is discussed. Faludi
attributes antifeminist nomenclature such
as "man shortage," "biological clock," "the
mommy track," and "postfeminism" to the
press, and says that the ultimate insult was
in theportrayal ofwomen ashavingachieved
equality and being miserable aboutit These
notions of women were incorporated into
the decade's movies and television shows.
She cites multiple examples of the media's
portrayals of single women as the afflicted,
disenfranchised, or dead, or as brainless
beauties. Finalty, Part II addresses the con-
tributions of the fashion industty to the
backlash, and discusses media-promoted
cosmetic smgel)'and whatit hascostwomen
in human suffering..

Part III, "Origins of a Reaction: Back-
lash Movers, Shakers, and Thinkers," fo-
cuses on the origins of the 1980's bacldash.
Faludi credits the Reagan administrations'
"New Right" movement to giving expres-
sion to "the central argument of the back-

Thompson, R A (1994). The role of the
futher after divorce. In The ftture of
children: HJl. 4. Children and divorce
(pp. 21D-235).LosAltos,CA: Centerfor
the Future of Children.

We1fareReformAct,LegisJatureofNebraska,
LB 1224, 9300Leg., 2d Sess. (1994).

Worl<and Responsibility Act of 1994, H.R
4605, 103d Cong., 2d Sess. (1994).

Dennis P. Stolle, Mark Fondacaro,
Kathryn Olson, Brian Wilcox are affiliated
with the Center on Children, Families, and
the Law, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

7\100 books are reviewed in this issue
of The Community Psychologist. The
first book reviewed by Cynthia McNeal
describes the American zeitgeist of the
1980!r in the context of its effects on the

feminist movement. Its central theme
provides an ecological analysis of the
act of defining women in a male domi-
nated culture.

Avid Sarason readers will find the
second book reviewed by James Kelly
irresistible. Eleven essays by Seymour
Sarason provide insight into a host of
professional and societal issues. These
include such issues as the limitations of
the individual level of analysis, the con-
sequences of specialization to ourfield,
as well as altematives Iv institutional-
ization.

As always, we welcome your sug-
gestions and feedback on this column./f
you have a particular book you would
like reviewed or have any topic you
would like to see addressed please let us
know. Further, if you are interested in
serving as a reviewer or know otherswho
might be Interested, please drop us a line
or give us a call.

University of Missouri-Kansas City
Psychology Department

5319 Holmes
KJJnsos City. MO 64110
(816)235-1065 (Leah)
(816)235-1074 (Andy)

Intemet: Igensheimer@J:ctr.umkc.edu
Intemet: npeterson@cctr.umkc.edu
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lash-that women's equality is responsible
for women's unhappiness" (po230). "New
Right" women, by gaining access to posi-
tions where they could espouse their own
feminist ideologies, were able to launch
antifeminist campaigns promoting the idea
that feminists were materialistic, immoral,
and put their own self-worth above that of
the family. They helped to elect the Reagan
administration, who were eventually re-
sponsible for disassembling government
structures that were previously concerned
with women's issues. While the Reagan
sdm;n;<tration was "chilly for New Right
wOmen,it was poisonous for feminists" (po
259). Faludi asserts that surviving the
Reagan era, beingignoredin the 1988presi-
dential election, and suft'ering the 1989
Webster decision restricting access to abor-
tion, has currently left feminists angry. Part
ill concludes with a discussion of neo-con-
servative and neofeminist groups, who
Faludi holds responsible for finishing what
the "NewRight" started. Forexample, when
television talk shows were no longer inter-
ested in interviewing "New Right" leaders,
they turned to academicians and popular
writers who professed a philosophical neu-
trality in assessing feminist ideology. In
reviewing the efforts ofnine of these neutral
authorities, Faludi suggests that they too
were stakeholders in the outcome of the
feminist movement and misused data from
feminist-oriented studies to further their
own careers.

Part IV;"Bacldashings: The Eft'eets on
Women's Minds, Jobs, and Bodies; exam-
ines the mental, economical, and pbysical
effectsof the backlash. For example, Faludi
says that "pop psychology" targeted single
women menta1lybymassproducingtherapy
sessions and best se1lingbooks on the short-
comings offeminism. Among other things,
thesepublicalionsinstructed womento many
and to havechildrenbefore it was "too late."
She also points out that "masochistic per-
sonality disorder" (i.e., women like to be
battered) and "premenstrual dysphoric dis-
order" (implying that the disorder is mental
rather than physical in origin) have recently
been added as provisional diagnoses in the
appendix of the DSM ill-R Unlike other
provisional disorders, these two diagnoses
havebecome insurance reimbursable condi-
tions. In this section she also addresses the
misrepresentation of economic opportuni-
ties and pay status for working women, and
the physical effects of the backlash such as
the ;n""-""ility to safe and legal abor-
tions and a male«fined dominance over
women's bodies. No one has better artien-
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lated the physical hazards women face just
because they are women.

In the Epilogue, Faludi is unrelenting
in her opinion of the horror women have
experienced as a result of the 1980's back-
lash, but she urges us to remember that
while gender bonds can be used to hold
women back. they can also be used to pro-
mote beneficial growth and change. How-
ever gloomy the 1990's feminist forecast is,
Faludi encourages feminists to struggle on,
because "no one can ever take from the
American woman thejustness of her cause"
(po 460).

The primary strength of this book is
Faludi's insistence on placing the 1980's
backlash in a historical context making it
possible for us to look at the cultural act of
defining women through an ecological per-
spective. More critically, due only to the
unsettling nature of the subject, the book
was often difficult to read. Faludi's clever
use of dialogue, however, helps to pull the
reader along. In fact, even those who would
disagree with Faludi's assumptions and as-
sessments would find it hard to put the book
down. The second criticism is that the book
concluded on the downbeat note suggesting
that the 1990's may not be the decade of
feminist advances, while I disagree and
belive strongly that advances will occur.

Reviewed by Cynthia G. McNiel
University of Missouri-Kansas City

Psychoanalysis, General Custer, and
the Verdicts af History and Other Es-
says on Psychology in theSocialScene.
(1994), By Seymour B. Sarason. San
Francisco, Ca: Jossey-Bass, (265
pages).

This latest collection of essays by
Seymour Sarason is a rich resource for deep
thinking aboutgermane topics that often are
not considered by communitypsychologists
or when considered, put aside. The book
consists of reflections on eleven distinct and
di1ferent topics, only one of which has been
published. Essay Four was as an invited
centennial address at the AmericanPsycho-
logical Association meetings in 1992. It was
subsequentlypublishedinAJCP. 21(2),185-
202 as:American Psychology andthe Needs
for Transcendence and Community.

In Essay One, the title of the book,
Sarason illuminates those aspectsofFreud's
contributions which haveendured. The trib-
ute is a rebuttal to those who have banished
Freud without appreciating his far reaching
contributions. After presenting a compact
appraisal ofFreud's contn'butions, Sarason
adds his major criticism of Freud, namely
the absence of the social matrix as a source
of explanation for behavior. Sarason re-
minds us once again of the power oflarger
social forces, such as the industrial revolu-
tion, which "ensured a revolution in the
familv and everything else in the s_o_ci_ol
m_atr_'_·x."(p. 19). In closing the essay he
offers a challenge that requires increased
attention. "Psychological theories are about
encapsulated individuals in very encapsu-
lated settings. It would be more correct to
say that the theories are about parts of
people, a fragmentation isomorphic with
the social matrix" (p. 19-20).

InEssay1\vo, Posterity The Cruelest of
Critics, Sarason focuses on American psy-
chology, and points to the negative conse-
quences of specialization of our field, and
writes about why it is difficult to have a
common core of topics and subjects in the
field. For example, Sarason believes that an
American cultural value for individualism
is a powerful social force which limits the
time faculty devoteto examine fundamental
educational objectives that would lead to a
common core.

In Essay Three, stimulated by pub-
lished biographies of Henry Murray and of
ChristinaMolgBD,SarasondetailsMurray's
efforts to go beyond individual analysis. For
Sarason, Murray's work is also an indict-
ment ofAmerican psychology's focusonthe
individnal.

He ends the essaywith a hypothesis that
can stimulate more than one doctoral dis-
sertation on the history and the sociologyof
science.

"I offer the hypothesis, well illustrated
in the Murray and Morgan biographies,
that among the wealthy who served as
conduits to America for psychoanaly-
sis, there was a hunger both for novelty
and excitement, andfor life's meaning.
They were people dissatisfied with
American puritanism and values they
saw as confining and frustrating. Psy-
choanalysis was a magnet, an answer,a
justification for departing from tradi-
tion and conventional life styles" (p.
75).

Readers of The Community Psycholo-
gist are no doubt familiar with Essay Four,
in which he challenges the field ofpsychol-



ogy for not considering the need for tran-
scendence as a vital part of life. "Must we
resign ourselves to a modem psychology
that is completely a reflection of modem
living? Was our fall from earthling grace
signaled when psychology labeled William
James and John Dewey as philosophers,
onlv philosophers" (p. 99).

Essay Five reviews five core American
values (optimism, superiority, pluralism,
abistoricalism and disconnectedness). This
is a must chapter for community psycholo-
gists, for it compels us to examine our
cultural support systems and our cultural
assumptions-which we usually take for
granted, often do not discuss, and seldom
analyze.This chapter is particularly salient
for understanding the constraints on de-
signing preventive interventions which are
oftenbased solely on concepts of individu-
als.

Essay Six is Sarason's discovery of a
businessman, Alexander Bryan Johnson,
from Utica, New York, who in the nine-
teenth century published a treatise on lan-
guage. Johnson's tenets have held u~and
are taken seriously by philosophers and
linguists today. Johnson's work is most sa-
lient for community psychology's research
activities.For Johnson suggested that there
is a subtlety,complexity and mystery about
a person's relationship to others-tbat can-
notbe graspedby one measure, particularly
one measure of individual characteristics.

Essay Seven, Explaining the Sixties, is
important as an elaboration of the historical
timeswhich generated the community men-
tal health movement and the Swampscott!
BostonConferenceonPsychologyand Com-
munity Mental Health (May 4-8, 1965).
This is a particularly rich essay which gets
at the events prior to the sixties. Sarason
identifies a substrate for values-tbat be-
came part of the new world view-such as
"what we want and expect out of life we
want now, not in a distant future .... We are
morally obliged to prevent our children
from experiencing what we have experi-
enced and continue to experience" (p. 151-
152).As catalysts for these values Seymour
cites (1) the 30's depression, (2) Pearl Har-
bor and World War n. and (3) the G.I. Bill
of Rights. He also includes two events of
1948, the publication of B. F. Skinner's
Walden 1\vo and the publication of the
Kinsey Report on male sexua1ity-which
Sarason posits gave hope and curiosity that
therewasa newbasis to think and act in new
ways. Sarason argues that all of the above
factors contributed to an era of personal
redefinition-where person's generated

higher expectations to movebeyond societ-
iesviewsforthem ... "blacks, women,gays,
religious people (e.g., catholics and their
church) nurses, artists (e.g., abstract ex-
pressionists) and youth began to redefine
who theywere" (p. 167).These socia1forces,
and events, serve as an "unconscious "world
governing our lives, that is unrecognized in
psychological theory. Sarason's charge tous
is to focus on a personal-transactionall
historical world view as apreferred basis for
understanding behavior.

Essay Eight, "Leadership and
Machiavelli, " is a common sense discus-
sion of the realistic aspects of what it takes
tobe a leader. Sarason notes that after World
War n a demand for participatory democ-
racy increased, where leaders began to con-
sider that foIlowers had needs and rights.
Sarason finds that "what is missing (In the
research since then) and bothers me is how
little there Is on the phenomenology of
leaders, that Is the psychological transfor-
mations experienced in their roles, how the
nature of the role engenders conflicts about
what one should do, how one should do it,
and how to justify what one wants to do or
actually does when what one does is a
violation of the democratic ethos as one ~
personal moral code or even the obliga-
tions of courtesy" (p. 195-196). This is a
compelling statement for re-directing in-
qniry on leadership. To help the reader dig
into this topic he presents a compelling
discussion of Machiavelli, who it turns out
should notbe reviled,but appreciated for his
realistic and insightful grasp of the topic.

For Essay Nine, he focuses on the gen-
esis of difficulties in education. Sarason
asks the question: "When you review ~
experiences as a student, what were the
characteristics of those instances when you
felt a sense of insight, or of growth, or what
may be called productive leaming--the feel-
ing that you have leamed something caus-
ing you to see yourself and the world differ-
ently, be that difference personal or intel-
lectual or both?" (p. 203). As you might
guess, the responses are almost always a
puzzled silence. Sarason gives a detailed
exposition of the root problem, namely that
classrooms today are organized on the basis
of a wrong conception of productive learn-
ing. May we faculty read this essay and free
ourselves to chart new educational struc-
tures.

Essay Ten on Deinstitutlonalization is
written with a reference to his first position
at the Southbury Training School along
with his observations on the contemporary
scene. A major thesis of the essay is that the

very existence of institutions for the men-
ta1lyillanddevelopmenta1lydisabled "short-
circuits the capacity to come up with bold
and creative altematives to institutional-
ization" (p. 226). Sarason argues, consis-
tent with his presentation in other books,
that "research on how settings are created
will ultimately have a more beneficial im-
pact on the quality and varieties of residen-
tial care than any other single thing we
might do" (p. 229-230).

The closing chapter is a poignant, pain-
ful discussion of the limitations in the health
care system. His trenchant analysis and his
expressions of pain with personal experi-
ences, involving his mother, and his own
recovery from an auto accident which kiIled
Esther, his wife offifty years, gives us more
than a glimpse of the pervasive inhuman,
inconsiderate, treatment when we are in the
role of "patient. "He points to the systemic
forces that operate within hospitals and
institutions and which governs the educa-
tion, training and evaluation of health pro-
fessionals. He charges that there is no mo-
rality for contemporary health care.

Each oneofthese 11essaysis a gemthat
includes an analysis of a significant profes-
sional, or national issue. Throughout all the
essays Sarason presents vivid examples, of
why the studyof historical processes ismore
than apt and why an analysis of personal
transactions is essential. Both ofthesetran-
scending ideas are not a surprise forthe avid
Sarason reader. But these theses become
more valid and more pressing after reading
these essays.

A treat when reading this book is that
we learn who Sarason reveres. This givesus
an additional opportunity to gain new in-
sights as we read the works of historian
Hugh Trevor-Roper, psychologists Henry
Murray, John DolIard, Roger Barker,
Wendell Garner; sociologist Robert Nisbet;
the qnintessential observer of America,
Alexis de ToqueviIle; anthropologist Tho-
mas Gladwin; philosophers George
Santayana, WiIliam James, D. Schwartz,
and the writings ofH. R. and A.P.Turnbull.
Sarason makes it possible for each of them
to become part of our historical treasure of
ideas for community psychology. I recom-
mend this book as a soun;e of inspirations
and insights, and a challenge for commu-
nity psychologists to embrace in our work
the pivotal themes of history, context and
morality.

Reviewed by James G. Kelly
University of JI/inois at Chicago
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Those readers without two year olds
may not know the story of Fireman Small.
Each time Fireman Small "walks upstairs
one stepat a time" to go to sleep, he is called
to dohisjob. Ina day'swork, Fireman Small
gets the cat down from the tree at Fanner
Pig's Farm, rescues Little Bunny from the
well, and singlehanded1yputs out a blazing
fire at Bakerman's store. Yet, the only
firefighter this side of the bay is not without
social support. In fact, just as he climbs into
bed forthe fourth time, his friends stopby to
thank Fireman Small for all of his help that
day. We leave Fireman Small "pulling the
covers over his head," a tired, but recog-
nized member of his community.

I like Fireman Small. I think he has a
place in training community-oriented psy-
chologists. As President of the Council of
CommunityPsychologyProgramDirectors,
I am struck by the variety of university
programs where community research and
action are demonstrated. In describing the
structure of their programs, some training
directors take understandable pride in dis-
cussing the significant number of commu-
nity courses and practica that their pro-
grams offer. Yet, many program directors
apologetically explain that their programs
offer only a seminar or two explicitly de-
voted to issues in community psychology.
Some community psychologists have
dropped out of the Council stating that they
have "no community psychology program
to speak or since they are the only faculty
members in their departments who do com-
munity work. I worry that there is an im-
plicit assumption that more courses and
practica in community psychology are syn-
onymous with "better" outcomes for stu-
dents and for the field.

I would hate for our discipline to auto-
matically equate the institutionalized struc-
ture of community training programs (e.g.
the number of community courses a pro-
gram offers or the size of its community
faculty)with settingfactorsthatfoster learn-
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Community Psychology Training:
A Story of Fireman Small

In the middle of town, where buildings stand toll
There lives a little man called Fireman Small.

The only firefighter this side of the bay.
Fireman Small works night and day.

-Fireman Small
WongHeIbert Yee

ingandcommitmenttothevaluesandtech- approaches. What is missing for me from
niques of community psychology. I submit typical "surveysof communitytraining pro-
that many community programs have a lot grams" are storiesfrom students andfaculty
in commonwith the story ofFireman Small. about how they have come to understand
One or two faculty members who "repee- what theyare doing.Perhaps this columnon
sent" a community psychology perspective training can provide one small opportunity
and do research and teaching consistent toexchangestoriesaboutwhatwelearnand
with community values is characteristic of what we do.
many of our training programs. Faculty in I would like to invite readers of The
suchprograms mayofferanalternativevoice Community Psychologistto share their feel-
and way of thinking about what students ings and experiences about their commu-
should be learning and doing in graduate nity psychology education. As a starting
school. Perhaps community-oriented fac- point for discussion, I am hoping that read-
uIty sometimes capitalize on their small ersmightreflectontheircurrentorprevious
numbers or "non-mainstream" roles in their experiences and respond to one or more of
departments to demonstrate to students how the following questions:
to change the department status quo, create • As a graduate student, canyoudescribe
neweducationalopportunitiesand resources, a person, event, andlor set of experiencesin
or how to just plain "work around the sys- your training that helpedyou to "decide"on
tem." community psychology?

As educators, training womenand men • As a faculty member, can you describe
tobe good"Fireman Sma1Is"maybe a large howyou II)' to demonstrate communitypsy-
part of what we do and should be doing. chology principles and techniques to your
Whether in academic or applied settings, students?
community-oriented psychologists are of- • What factors in your educational set-
ten peoplewho bring alternative approaches tingwould you identifyas most important in
to dealing with intractable social problems. creating and sustaining a personal
Although there may not be a high concen- comitment to community-orientedresearch
tration of like-minded people nearby, com- and practice?
munity psychologists, like Fireman Small, These are general issues that I person-
somehow II)' make things a little better. The ally wonder about when I consider commu-
techniques of the two may differ, as a com- nity training, but please feel free to describe
munitypsychologist might have helpedfos- other thoughts and experiencesyoumayfeel
ter better daycare alternatives so that Little are more relevant to communityeducation.
Bunny would not be playing near the well, Please don't feel that you need to be cur-
or may have helped to empowered Fanner rently involved with graduate education as
Pig to rescue his cat himself. But chances a student or faculty member to share your
are that "Community Psychologist Small" experiences. You may wish to respond to
is tired at the end of the day, and may even these issues from reflections on your own
be appreciated for his or her small, but graduate education or respond to what is
purposefuI activities. importantin communitytraining givenyour

I feel that meaningful discourse about work in the field. It is importantto meifyou
community training starts with occasions to could givea little context to helpunderstand
learn about and appreciate the ways that your views, such as descriptive information
community-orientedfaculty operate in their aboutyourself or somebriefinformation the
university settings and howstudents in those nature of the training program youareusing
settings have come to embrace community as a reference point for discussion. If pos-
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Leonard A, Jason, Trina M. Haney-Davis,
Mike T. Ropacki, and William D. Billows

DePaul University

Dialogue on Mentoring:
The Students' Perspective

sible, I would like to use the next training
column to share readers' stories, so also let
meknow ifyou would mind my sharing your
views with a larger audience.

In 1991, I was honored with the Divi-
sion 27 Minority Mentorship Award. Be-
cause I received this award, Maurice Elias
asked me to write an essay on mentoring. I
asked three ofmy recently hired employees:
Trina, Mike and Bill, to aid in velbaIly
describing the mentorship process. They
hadjoined my team in order to gain experi-
ence in action oriented community research
before applying to clinical-community
graduate programs. By seeking information
from students early in our relationship, Ifelt
it could help me 1:!etterunderstand what they
wanted in a mentoring relationship.

Before turning on the tape recorder, we
all sensed the conversation was risky; how-
ever, we agreed to participate in this unre-
hearsed, spontaneous exchange of view-
points.

Lenny: I thought we could start by finding
out what you feel are some characteris-
tics of a good mentor?

Mike: The most important thing mentors
provide is support. A mentor is therefor
support when times are good and when
the times are bad. Another important
aspect of being a great mentor is not
allowing their personal biases to affect
your decisions. They will lay out your
options and let you forge the way guid-
ing you subtly, but not pushing you in
anyone direction.

Trina: Iagree, it is good to have help, but the
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best mentors I have experienced al-
lowed me to attempt it myself, then
helped me with corrections or later
showed me a better way to accomplish
something.

Bill: A mentor's help is valuable, but a
mentor needs to have something to
teach you. Some mentors I've had are
not willing to help or they cannot help
you advance your knowledge of a par-
ticular topic.

Lenny: Are there otherthings that you would
not want a mentor to be doing, that
might interrupt what you hope to ac-
complish and how you feel in your job?

Trlna: The worst thing a mentor can do is
discourage you from an area you have
not attempted, because you may never
find out foryourself if you like the area
of interest or not.

Bill: Yes, if you have a mentor with personal
biases, they may push their values on to
you. If a mentor gives his opinion, I
listen, then choose the final decision
based on all the information.

Mike: I agree and will add communication.
Communication is a big part of
mentorship. If there is not good com-
munication between both you and the
mentor, it creates problems.

Trlna: I alsofeel a good mentor is approach-
able. In the past, I've had problems
feeling my mentor was not someone I
could ask a basic question for fear of

Mail your thoughts to me at Cathy
Stein, Department of Psychology, Bawling
Green State University, Bow/ingGreen, Ohio
43403-0228. I would enjoy hearing from
you. If you wish, you may clack out an e-
mail on the topic and send it to me at
cstein@trapper.bgsu.edu.

We are honored in this column to
feature a contribution to the series,
Bringing Together the History and Fu-
ture of Community Psychology and
SCRA. LennyJason received an SCRA
Award acknowledging his contributions
to the mentoring of future community
psychologists, particularly those from
minority groups. He chose a fitting
format for his piece: a dialogue on
mentoring with some of his students.
Such apiece has double value: it shares
the work and thinking of one of our
distinguished colleagues in SCRA, and
it contains valuable wisdom about
mentoringfor those of us interested in
teaching or supervision related to com-
munity research and action.

The Education Connection is your
place tofind materials, ideas, teaching
techniques, and essays regarding the
teaching of community and preventive
psychology to undergraduate and
graduate students. It is also your place
to share what you have done in these
areas. With comments on this column,
contact Lenny Jason directly at the
address in the article; with suggestions
you have for future columns contact
Maurice Elias at Department of Psy-
chology, Rutgers University. Livingston
Campus, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
(908-932-2444); to obtain or contrib-
ute teaching materials, contact Jim
DalJon at Department of Psychology,
Bloomsburg University. Bloomsburg,
PA 17815 (717-389-4475). With gen-
eral comments on community psychol-
ogy education, contact either or both of
us!
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appearing unintelligent.
Lenny: What types of things would a mentor

do to make you feel unintelligent?
Mike: If a mentor were very class oriented,

where you have to address them in a
certain way, use the most accurate of
terms, and when speaking to them they
constantly correct you, it could create a
class division and communication prob-
lems.

Lenny: It sounds like communication is
important, to be able to talk to your
mentor and have some type of open
access of thoughts. How can you open
communication when you have things
you wish to relate to your mentor?

Bill: Some people can find themselves in
over their head and they need to ask for
help. A good mentor understands some
situations require assistance and is will-
ing to help you.

Trlna: It is difficult to approach a mentor
when I've fallen short of my goals and
do not wish to tell them. But a mentor
can do things to make themselves ap-
pearmoreapproachable. Theycanshow
interest in you as an individual, and
talk about other areas in your life.

Mike: One thing I've always thought as an
ideal, is a mentoringrelationship where
you can sit perhaps away from the
school situation, over coffee or some-
thing and talk. You could just chat

about either school or other things as
well. Just develop a bond, a friendship.

Lenny: I hear you all saying support and
knowledge are important characteris-
tics for a mentor to posses. But as
important, if not more important, is for
the person to be your friend.

Bill: Right, they do not have to be your
closest friend but it's definitely some-
one you respect; it's about having mu-
tual respect and a rapport of coopera-
tion.

Mike: I agree. It is someone whom I want to
see and speak with as a friend. I called
a mentor last week just to say, "Hi, I'm
in Chicago now, this is my address and
my phone number." Caring, caring is a
big part about being a good mentor.

Trina: And once a relationship is estab-
lished you accomplish your best work,
because you wantto work hard, and you
want to impress the person whom you
have so much respect for.

Lenny: So both groups win. If the mentor
can provide that type of support and
caring then the students are going to do
better and be more invested in their
work.

Is there anything we have not covered that
anybody wants to mention?

Trina: It is important to remember that
everyone has something to teach you,
and you have something to teach every-

one. You are a role model.
Mike: Also, a good mentor will see your

weaknesses and shortcomings. They
can relate those areas on to you and try
to help you develop more fully toward
your potential.

Lenny: I want to thank you for sharing your
thoughts and feelings.
As our group later reflected on this

conversation, we realized the bases of the
mentoring relationship rests on students
feeling valued and accepted by a mentor.
The connection, the friendship, and feel-
ings are central, and the statistical expertise
and experimental approaches, however im-
portant, are clearly secondary. In addition,
the issue of quality time is critical. A mentor
needs to have the time to invest in the
individual, and each moment within the
time can be very special. Every word and
nonverbal gesture has an affect on the rela-
tionship. Mentors need to look at these more
subtle processes ifwe are to understand our
influence and affect on students.

Our Division wasfounded to encourage
efforts to do research and practice that rely
on active involvement and participation with
our collaborators. The community approach
is more egalitarian, it has more horizontal
organizational structures, and it is willing
to share rather than control resources and
power. Our group felt that this exercise on
mentoring captured the spirit of active par-
ticipation and collaboration.

Essay Series
Maurlce;J. Elias. Editor

Rutgers University

Bringing Together the History
and Future of Community

Psychology and SCRA

In the Fall 1994 issue of The Commu-
nity Psychologist, readers were treated to
essays from 10 of our past award winners
and other distinguished contributors to the
field. To allow for the continued "presence"
of the award winners in the minds and
hearts of current SCRA members (espe-
cially those who are current students and
new professionals), we are continuing to
feature similar essays. The present group of
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writers-Seymour Sarason, Rudy Moos, and
Steve Danish-have given you very per-
sonal accounts of their views on ourpast and
future, and areas where they believe our
efforts should be directed with greater pur-
pose. I invite you to read and to become
inspired; dialogue with these authors, con-
tact your local, regional, or national SCRA
representatives. and become involved.

All past winners of any Division 27 or

SCRA Award or any Past President are
welcome to contribute to this series. If you
did not get the request to participate or you
now feel you would like to do so, please
write to me at your earliest convenience and
we will put you in the queue. Please contact
Maurice Elias at the Department of Psy-
chology. Rutgers University, Livingston
Campus, New Brunswick, NJ 08903 (Fax
(908) 445-0036).



If I Was Doing It Over Again
Seymour B. Sarason

Yale University

Having lived through the early years of
communitypsychology I find the field some-
what unrecognizable. Predictably, those
changeshave their pluses and minuses but I
shall refrain from elaborating on that here,
exceptto say that I miss the sense oI contro-
versy in the field. What I shall do is to say
somethingabout what I would do differently
if I could live those days over again. More
correctly,what one thing I would add to what
I and my colleagues did at the Yale Psycho-
Educational Clinic.

Community psychology as afield makes
no sense to me unless it is committed to
employitsfindingsforpurposesofremediation
and prevention. Tha~ of course, does not
meanthat all or most findings are SO substan-
tialandclearthattheycan serve eitherofthese
purposes. Nevertheless, I believe all of us
should feel the obligation to examine what
each of \IS do, or what others in the field do,
from the standpoint oI applicability to the
problems of communities. IT studies seek to
illuminatethe nature of our social world, is it
sufficientto publish those studies in our jour-
nals, leaving itto chance whether the signifi-
canceofthosestudiesforour social world will
ever impact on that world? My value jndg-
ment is that it is not sufficient I shall not
attempt to give all the reasons I hold that
judgment but there is one I consider crucial
forthe viability ofthefield. When you seek to
illuminateour social world-when you think
your findings are valid as descriptions and
explanatiol1S---i>neoIthe tests of applicabiI-
ityand generaIizabiIity is totIyto change the
contextsfrom which the findings emerged in
order to subjectyour thinking to a test which
mayor may not be confirmatory, or which
mayor may not cause you to broaden your
views,or to see the problem in a more realis-
tically complicated way. Indeed, just as it is
safetoassurnethatthe sun will risetomorrow,
it is safe to assume that trying to change
something in our social world will in some
way alter your view of that world. David
Bekan once said that the best experiment-
where things come out exactly as you pre-
dicted-is one that tells you nothing you did
notknow before. There have been few, if any,
"best"experiments in psychology generally. I
should hasten to add that I am in no way
suggesting that community psychology em-

brace the conventional and narrow method of
experimental design, although it has its place.
What I am tryingto say here is that the aspect
of the experiment we should treasure is that
which says that if you want to understand
something about human behavior, tIy to
change it in some way. And in community
psychology that means tIying in some way on
the level oI action to determine what happens
when you take seriously what you think you
have learned from your research studies or
theories.

ITI were doing it allover again I would
connect the graduate training program to
those who are in the "legislative-administra-
tive-political system": national, state, and
local. For one thing, I would want students to
understand the "actors" better than they do
now, as well as how the system operates
formally and informally. I would want them
to become knowledgeable about how legisla-
tion and policies arise: where their points of
origins are in communities, how and why the
issues are posed as they are, and the implicit
and explicit criteria by which proposed ac-
tions will be judged. The futeful question the
student must comont is what is there in the
corpus of writings and research in the field
that is relevant to the issues? ITyou take that
corpus seriously, how, if at all, could it be
reflected in legislation and implementation?
Can this be done in a way that may allow you
to learn more than you already know? The
student would have several obligations: to
know the relevant fucts and knowledge the
field possesses, to be able to convey them
clearly, and to be able to suggest ways in
which they might be reflected in proposed
actions. The student would be an agent of the
field, not a hired hand of others. That kind oI
role is not easy, the dangers of cooplation are
real, but since when is "easy" a criterion for
action? One example: the origins and suste-
nance of Headstart is not comprehensible
apartfrom the role oCEd Ziglerwho has spent
a large part oI his days and years educating
legislators about what is known about child
deve1opmen~ with what degree oI security,
and how that knowledge might or should
support action. And he did this in ways that
earned him the respect (and ears) of people as
different as Senator Kennedy and Senator
Hatch. His various accounts of Headstart

(then and now) should be known by every
student venturing into the arena of social
action and change, which is to say venturing
into the "real" world

This is not the place to spell out the
details of how I would do things differently.
That would require a modest sized book.
Besides, I do not have a comer on truth and
wisdom in this regard. There are different
ways to think aboutthis; itdoescontain issues
that will be controversial because it will alter
(in some ways) the experience and days of
students and fuculty. I may be wrong but I see
community psychology today as too encapsu-
lated, too isolated from the world it purports
to understand and change. The field began as
a reaction to the narrow confines of clinical
psychology. Did it successfully go beyond
those confines to end up in an equally narrow
one? Were we, so to speak, victims of success?

From my perspective, the core oI com-
munity psychology is wrapped up in two
questions: What is the nature of our social
world? Why and how does it change "natu-
rally" as well as to planned interventions. All
oIthe social sciences deal with the first ques-
tion. I always thought that community psy-
chologywasliterallyuniquein its focus on the
second question.

My most recent book Psychoanalysis,
General Custer, andthe VerdictsofHistory-
published by lassey-Bass in 1994-is a col-
lectionofessays. (The book's title isthatofthe
first essay.) One oIthe essays is ''Posterity the
Cruelest of Critics", in which I express the
opinion that psychology never had and does
not now have a common core; it is a Tower of
Babel, a congeries oI unconnected fields and
problems. Community psychology has some
of those same features, precisely I would
argue, because it has lost its emphasis on the
change process. That is why I value so highly
Emory Cowen's near life-long studies of a
particular type of intervention in scbools.
Although his work.has not received the gen-
eral attention it clearly deserves, it has been
an amazingly successful one, in part because
he became sophisticated about how to use the
political system (broadly speaking) to gain
support for the spread of his resean:h fur
beyond the city oI Rochester. He was not
co~ntto~oveapowandguootoan~er
problem; he wanted to have an effect on
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schools in general. To students in community
psychology I recommend, as I have in Ed
Zigler's case, that they study how his efforts
developed in the directions they took. That
brings me to a final point: students have the
responsibility to be active learners, one ingre-
dient of which is reading not only what you
are required to read but what your curiosity
and need to feel connected requires you to
read John Dewey said that knowledge is
extemal and knowing is internal, i.e., know-
ing is a consequence of motivated, personal,
transforming action. When John Dewey
started his lab school a hundred years ago at
the University of Chicago, it was for the
purpose oftestingoutandtransforming exter-

nal knowledge into personal knowing. But
today who reads John Dewey?

Nothing in what I have said shonld be
interpreted as a writing off of community
psychology. It still is the one place in psychol-
ogy where thinking about and acting on the
real world stand a chance of being ftnitful.
But, I have to emphasize to new students, the
manifestationofthatpotential will depend on
a number of factors not the least ofwhich is
ynur ability to remember the difference be-
tween knowledge and knowing. It is a differ-
ence that makes a world of difference over a
lifetime. The logo of my travel agent was see
the world before you leave it The community
psychologist shonld experience the world

---7-
before he or she takes off for the elsewhere.

I am sony I agreed to make these oom·
ments. The assigned number of pages is
understandablyfew, my thoughts toomany,to
allow me to make sense, let alone to be
helpful. Abstractions are not a mold into
which the concreteness of knowing can be
put Stodents have a surfeit of abstmctinns It
is the obligation of faculty to provide the
contexts for the experience of and knowing
about the real world

Seymour B. Sarason is affiliated with
Yale University. Department of Psychology.
p. 0. Box: 208205, New Haven, cr 0652rJ.
8205.

Understanding Human Environments:
A Personal Odyssey 1

Rudolf H. Moos
Department of Veterans Affairs

and Stanford University Medical Centers

Early in my research career, I developed
a healthy curiosity about human environ-
ments. My curiosity was fueled by a growing
appreciation of the impact on individuals of
enduring or powerful environments, such as
prisoner of war and concentration camps,
orphanages, and utopian communities. A
summer spent as a psychiatric aidatwhatwas
then the New Mexico State Insane Asylum
(now a mental hospital) turned my attention
toward psychiabic treatment environments,
especially therapeutic communities, which I
thought might help to cure mental illness. I
also wolked at San Quentin, a state prison in
Ca1ifornia, and saw firsthand the destructive
effect on individuals of conflict-ridden and
controlling environments.

As agraduate student, Ibegantofocuson
the decay of treatment effects and on how
individuals' extratreatment contexts might
influence the outcome of treatment and
psychosocial adaptation. At that time, other
researchers in psychology were not focusing
primarily on these issues. I was stimnlated by
a moderate person-environment mismatch
andthusadoptedasomewhatcontrarianstance
in my research. I sought out intellectua1 tradi-
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tions and mentors to nurture my ideas and was
influenced by Roger Barker'sEcological Psy-
chology, J. MeV. Hunt's ideas about experi-
ence and intelligence, Saul Sells's work on
stimulus determinants of behavior, George
Stem's concepts and assessment procedures
focusing on penple-in-<:ontext, and Gerald
Caplan's and Erich Lindeman's concep-
tualizations of life crises and transitions.

Conceptualization and
Measunng Social Qimate

The first decade of our work in what was
then the Social Ecology Laboratory focused
on the measurement of social climate. I was
inbigued bytheidea of perceived climate and
thought that environmentsshouldbeassessed
as seen through the eyes of the people who
participate in them. Our research group de-
veloped a set of Social Climate Scales that
focused on hospital-based and community-
based treatment environments, total institu-
tions such as correctional facilities and mili-
tary basic training companies, educational
settings such as junior high and high school
classrooms and university residential facili-
ties, and the major community settings in

which individuals function (families, the
workplace, and social and task-oriented
groups).

In addition to the psychometric and nor·
mative development of these Scales, oneof
our conbibutions was to conceptualize thrte
major sets of dimensions that characterize
varied types of social settings. These setsof
dimensions reflect the quality of interper·
sonal relationships in the setting (relation·
ship dimensions), the directions in \\1Uchthe
setting facilitates personal growth (personal
growth dimensions), and how the settingis
organizedandmanaged{system maintenance
dimensions).

I had trained as a clinical psychologist
and always wanted to use my knowledgeto
improve social conditions. Thus, our work
emphasized practical applications atboththe
environmental and the individual level.We
developed profiles of the social climates ofa
wide range of environments, compared the
perceptions of important sets of individuals
(such as patients and staff in treatment facili·
ties and teachers and students in educational
settings), developed a way to assess individu·
als' preferences about social climates and to



compan: actuaI and preferred environments,
andformulated ways in which such informa-
tioncou1dbeusedtoenrichsocialsettings. We
also used information about family and work
c1imatesto enhance clinical case descriptions
and facilitate fumily counseling. I believe
these aspects of our work led to the Distin-
guished Contribution AwanI fiom the Divi-
sion of Community Psychology in 1983.

In the past decade, our research group
has evolved as the Center for Health Care
Evaluation(CHCE). The !hrust ofour work is
infour main areas: the expansion of environ-
mental concepts and measwes, stress and
coping processes, the outcome of treatment
for alcohol abuse and depression, and the
aSse!'-e->t of individuals' life contexts and
coping responses.

Expansion of Environmental
Concepts and Measures

One criticism of our work on social
climate was that it focused primarily on per-
ceived or subjective aspects of the environ-
ment To address this issue, we considered
three other environmental domains: supra-
personalfactorsorthe avemgecharacteristics
of the individuals in a setting, physical and
architectura1features, andorganilBtionai and
policyfactors(whichincludehealthand treat-
ment services). Together with Sonne Lemke,
a colleague at CHe£, this conceptualization
guided us in the development of the
MultiphasicEnvironmentai Assessment Pro-
cedure (MEAP), which is composed of four
main sets of instruments that assess social
climate and these three additional environ-
mental domains. The MEAP applies prima-
rily to residential facilities for older adults.
Christine TImko, a colleague at CHe£, em-
ployed this conceptual framework to develop
the Residential Substance Abuse andPsychi-
atric Programs Inventmy (RESPPl), which
also is composed offour main sets ofinstru-
ments that assess these four environmental
domains.

Wehaveused these multiphasic environ-
mental inventories to evaluate and improve
programs(Moos&Lemke, 1994). Oneofour
special interests is to tIy to understand how
the social climate evoivesfiom the residential
context, suprapersonal environment, physi-
cal features, and policies and services in a
J3cility. We have also used a model ofperson-
environment congruence to help explain the
diJrerential impact of program factors on
residents who va1Yin functional and mental
status. Most importaot, and consistent with
my wish to apply our concepts and findings,
we have used these inventories to monitor
program change, guide program design, and
shapeprogramstobettermeetresidents' needs.

Stress and Coping Processes
My interest in life crises and transitions

andhowindividua1scopewith them led to the
development of initial measures of approach
and avoidance coping responses. In collabo-
ration with Jeanne Schaefer, a colleague at
CHe£, we developed a conceptual model for
understanding the outcomes oflife crises and
transitions. In addition to considering back-
ground and personal factors, this model has a
strong contextual focus; it includes physical
and social environmental factors and event-
related mctors (that is, characteristics nf the
actuaI crisis or transition).

Contextual factors had not received pri-
maryemphasis inthisliterature, butwefound
that such factors affect the adaptive tasks
individuals and their families fuce, and the
choice and outcome of the coping skills they
use. We also found that many individuals do
vel)'well inspiteof, orperhaps becauseo( the
harsh conditions oflife. Together with Josh
Holahan of the UniversityofThxas, this led us
to conduct severa1 projects on stress resis-
tance and personal growth afterexperiencing
a life crisis.

Outcome of'Ii'eatment for
Alcohol Abuse and Depression

In this line of work, we tried to integrate
our interest in the quality of treatment pro-
cesses with a focus on extratreatment or life
context factors. We formulated a conceptual
model of treatment outcome that incorpo-
rated life context mctors prior to and after
treatment, aspects of treatment process, and
the symptom and functioning characteristics
of individuals who did or did not enter treat-
ment Weused this model to conductprospec-
tive, naturalistic studies of the ten~ out-
come of treatment for alcohol abuse and
depression, and to compare treated individu-
als and their family members with case con-
trols and their fumily members.

One of our key findings was that life
contextandcopingfactorsmaymakeas much
difference in treatment outcome as does indi-
viduals' prior history on entering treatment
We also found that when patients with rela-
tively severe alcohol problems remit, their
spouses and children improve. These hopefu1
findings emphasize the importance of con-
textualfuctorsandareconsistentwiththe idea
that we live in a ":fluid world" in which
process and function are as important as pre-
existing history and structure. This work led
to a monograph on the context, process, and
outcomeofalcoholismtreatment, coauthored
by John Finney and Ruth Cronkite, who are
colleagues at CHCE (Moos, Finney, &
Cronkite, 1990).

We are now expanding this work with a

natura1istic, longitudinal study of initialty
untreatedalcoholicindividuals, someofwhom
remained untreated, while some entered only
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and others
sought out formal treatment and AA. One
findings thus fur suggest that involvement in
treatment and/or AA (which we see as envi-
ronmental factors) and extratreatment life
contextmctors are associated withboth short-
and medium-term outcomes. In addition, in-
dividuals who enter AA and/or formal treat-
ment improve significantty more than do
individuals who remain untreated.

Assessment of Life
Context and Coping

Almost 30 years ago, I developed an
image of an "environmental status examina-
tion" which would provide a picture of an
individual's current life context. After an
initial unsuccessful attempt to realize this
dream, we began a project to construct a Life
Stressors and Social Resources Inventory
(LISRES). More than five years of develop-
mental work led to a version of the LISRES
that has been used in a number of studies,
including an examination of how life stres-
sors and social resources influence problem
drinking, depression, and other aspects of
functioningamonglare-middle-agedandolder
problem drinkers (Moos & Moos, 1994).

Because of our interest in life context
mctors among youth and the idea that contex-
tual mctors affect youth as much or more than
they affect adults, we also developed a Youth
FormoftheLISRES. In thenextfewyears, as
we and other researchers apply and adapt the
LISRES, we hope to find out more about its
research and clinical applicability.

Applications to
Health Care Evaluation

Currentty, I direct the Center for Health
Care Evaluation (CRCE), an applied health
services research group composed of indi-
vidualstrainedinepiderniology,publichealth,
community and clinical psychology, evalua-
tion research. social psychology, medical so-
ciology, and health economics. One aim is to
conduct and apply health services research
that results in more effective and humane
health care. In order to achieve this aim, we
focusonfivemainareas: theorganilBtion and
delivel)'ofhealthcare services; decision aids,
screening procedures, and clinical decision-
making; treatment for substance abuse and
psychiatric disorders; treatment for older
adults; and health services research method-
ology. The basic concept is a simple one:
process and outcome evaluations are an inte-
gral part of the delivel)' of effective health
care.
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My personal background and interest in
community and clinical psychology provides
a unique I"-,~ve in the formulation ofour
health services research progmm. Our R>-
sean:hfocuses heavilyon the process of treat-
ment, the quality of life of individuals who
enter treatment, and, most importantly, on
how life context factors and broader social
and cu1tu13linfluences affi:ct patients and
their family members and influence the de-
velopment, progression, and outcome ofpsy-
chiatric and medical disorders.

In addition to the broad principles of
access, quality, and cost-effectiveness, our
research tries to consider the whole person,
including psychosocial and life context fac-
tors, and primaty as well as secondaIy pn>-
veution. We focus on informing patients to
include them as active partners in choosing,
planning, and maintaining care. In addition,
we emphasize informal systems of care, such
as mutual help groups and f3mi1ycaregivers,
and the value of creating an effective wolk
environment for health care staff:

We as community psychologists have a
bright future in health services research, in
thatwe have theexpertiseto address these key
issues. There is a need in health care research

for individuals who have basic conceptual
and methodological skills in understanding
and assessing human environments at both
the individual and the societal level. With
such expertise, community psychologists can
help to develop more effective health care
programs, as well as to improve education
and prevention programs in other social ser-
vice arenas.

In a recent personal commentary on my
wolk (Moos, 1994), I described how I was
guided by an allegorical guardian angel, un-
der whose watchful eyes we fonnulated con-
ceptual models that raised key issues, devel-
oped tentative measures of key constructs,
and conducted long-term naturaIistic studies
in anongoing odysseyof quest and discovery.
Each question we posed has led to some
tentative answers, and also to a set ofintrigu-
ing and more complex questions. Many of
these questions stand at the interface of the
environment and the individual; this is an
area in which community psychologists can
make a fundamental contribution to new
knowledge that can broaden the perspective
of the social sciences and ultimately enhance
individual and social well being.
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Reflections on the Status and
Future of Community Psychology

Steven J. Danish
Virginia Commonwealth University

Introduction
It is 1974. lam a &culty member atPenn

State,just having submitted my materials for
tenure and promotion to Associate Professor.
Nowitis timeto beginthetaskofdetennining
what directions I should pursue during my
next few years. The phone rings; it is Emory
Cowen. One hour laterthe call ends. I have to
go to the bathroom from laughing so hard at
his repartee. I am also very excited He has
askedmeto prepare apaper on the training of
paraprofessionals for the Austin Conference.
It is the beginningofmycareerincommunity
psychology.

I have been involved in a number of
activities within the Division, culminating in
my election as President in 1981. My 20 year
association with the Division has taught me
muchaboutcommunitypsychology(mytrain-
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ing is in counseling psychology), introduced
me to wonderful people, and frustrated me. It
is my hope that in 20 IS community psychol-
ogy still exists so that I have been able to
continue learning, meet more new people,
and yes, have new frustrations. Notice I said
new frustrations; I'd like to resolve some of
theoldones. Ifwe (SCRA) don't resolve some
of them, we will not have a community psy-
chology and this will be detrimental to com-
munities and SCRA members alike

Where We Need to Go and
Why We Are Not There

My biggest frustration with SCRA may
best be stated by summarizing something
Nehru said--our chief defect is that we are
givenmoretotalkingthan to doing. In today's
language, we can "talk the taJk" but can't

"wallethe walk." For the most part, commu-
nity psychologists have not devoted the nec-
essary energy to develop ''prevention" tech-
nologiesand strategies that work.By"wodc,"
I amreferringto ''programs'' that are notonly
effective in the domains or settiogs in which
they are initially implemented, but can be
replicated and transferred to other settiogsas
well, and are sufficiently cost-effective that
they can be transferred without the need ofa
significant outlay of federal funds.

Replicationand reliability havebeenkey
concepts in psychology. Initially, the issueof
replication related only to research; recently,
however, professioual psychology has begun
to establisb guidelines for identii)'ing eIfec-
tivetherapyinterventions. AgoaI oftbis effort
has been to identify a complete list ofempiri-
cally validated treatments with documented



efficacy. If we are to develop a science of
primaly prevention, we too need to be con-
cerned about this issue. Where do we begin?

Ask yow>clf: a) how many journal ar-
ticles (intheAmericanJournal of Community
Psychology, Journal of Primary Prevention,
and/or the Journal of Community Psychol-
ogy) describe primaly prevention programs;
b) how many of these programs have been
implementedrnorethan once; c) how many of
these programs have been implemented in
other sites by individuals, groups, or organi-
zations other than the original developer; d)
how manyoftheseprograms havebeen imple-
mented with support from non-federal fund-
ing sources; and e) how many of these pro-
grams have been implemented with support
from the private sector? 1be same questions
can and should be asked about programs
descn'bed in the Fourieen Ounces of Preven-
tion book edited by Price and his colleagues.
Perhaps we need to do a content analysis
similar to that used by Speer et al. (1992) to
ascertain the answers to these questions.

Why Primary Prevention
Successes are Limited

First, wehaveadefinitionalproblem. We
need to decide whether what we do is the
primalypreventionofpsychopathologyorthe
promotion ofhealthydevelopment (Perry and
lessor, 1985) and the teaching oflife skills
(Danish, 1994). 1have discussed these issues
elsewhere (Danish, 1983; Danish &
D' Augelli, 1977) but perhaps this brief story
will delineate the problem policy makers
have. Two men are on a train riding across
country. They begin to talk. One man asks the
other, "What do you do?" 1be second man
replies, "I am a psychologist and what do you
doT The first man says, "Myjobistokeepthe
elephants off the trades." "What elephants?"
replies the second man. The first man then
states proudly, "See what a good job I am
doingl" The elephantchaser may do a very
good job but it will be hard to attn'bute his
success to him We have a much easier task
determining whether certain life skills have
been taught

Second, the concern with victim-blam-
inghas gotten out ofhand. WhenRyan(1971)
wrote his book, it was very timely, as there
were real concerns thatthe inequalities in our
society were producing victims. Now we have
gone to the other extreme. There are always
unintended consequences for every preven-
tionprogramimplemented. Theseunintended
consequences can produce victims. In our
present society, we seem intent on finding
stories andhistories of individuals who are or
have been the victims of these unintended
consequences. The individuals' stories are

highlighted as reasons why we should not
conduct (repeat) anintervention. 1be result is
that we do not act, oratthevery least, limit our
intended actions, thereby hurting no one, but
helping no one to any great degree. We then
are free to talk about what could/should have
been done if we had more money, time,
resources, and/or support Insteadofadopting
the utilitarian principle of doing the greatest
good for the largest number of people, we
have adopted a perspective that can only be
descn'bed as trying to do some good for a few
people while minimizing the damage to any
one individual. The medical dictum, "Above
all else, do no hann," has been poorly gener-
alized by community psychologists.

Third, we have become dependent on,
almost addicted to, federal money to support
our programs. While money is needed to
conduct programs, receiving federal, and to
some extent state funding, has unique prob-
lems. 1be major problem is that funds are
usually available to test programs but not to
maintain them or transfer them to other set-
tings. As a result, we may actually hurt the
community by teasing them with a program
that may help and then withdrawing it when
we have gotten it to work

Fourth, the domains in which "preven-
tion" programs are carried out are overlap-
ping and confusing. Atthe federal level, there
are NIMHgrants to fund programsfor mental
health problems (called prevention); lawen-
forcement grants to fund programs to reduce
violence and delinquency (safe street initia-
tives); HHS grants to reduce dependency on
welfun: (job readiness); and DOE grants to
aid the school to work transition. Despite the
different program names, they are likely to be
very similar. Infact, the same individual may
be in all the programs simultaneously. Yet
there islittle or no communication among the
agencies. Instead they fight over program
ownership in the same way that different
branches of service fight over the ownership
of various weapon systems. Since the pro-
grams tend to be so similar it would be much
cheaper and more eflicient to subsume them
under one umbrella. More money might be
available for program transfer.

Improving Primary
Prevention Programs

There are two elements that are critical
for improving programs, especially if we are
seeking 10ng-termeffectiveness.1befirstcriti-
cal element is thatprograms must be directed
at a more generic target, such as life skills. In
some cities, violence prevention has become
the "hot" topic; in other cities, it is pregnancy
prevention or drug abuse prevention. Having
a life skillsfocusenables one to meet a nurnber

of needs and to complemenl other progrdIIIs,
often mandated by the state. A life skills
program also is less controversial in terms of
its content Finally, a life skills program will
be especially attractive to the private sector as
they see these skills as essential for future
employees. As a result, the private sector will
be more likely to fund and be involved in such
programs, which is essential if we wish to
transfer them from setting to setting and
make them permanent.

Life skills are thOle skills that enable
us to succeed in the environment. in which
we live. Life skills are both behavioral and
cognitive. Someoftheenvironmentsin which
we live are in families, schools, workplaces,
neighborhoods, andcommunities. Most indio
viduals must succeed in more than one envi-
ronment. As one becomes older, the number
of environments in which one must be suc-
cessful increases. Environments will vary
from individual to individual, thus the defini-
tion of what it means to succeed will differ
across individuals, as well as across environ-
ments. However, even among different indi-
viduals there are some basic skills needed to
achieve success.

Individuals in the same environment are
likely to be dissimilar from each other as a
result of the life skills they have already
mastered, their other resources, and their
opportunities, real or perceived. For this rea-
son, life skills programs must be sensitive to
developmental, environmentaland individual
differencesand the possibility that the needed
life skills may not be the same for individuals
of different ages, ethnic and/or racial groups,
or economic status. While it is necessary to be
sensitive to these differences, it is also impor-
tant to recognize that individuals can often
effectivelyapplyand transfer lifeskills learned
in one environment to other environments as
appropriate (Danish, 1994).

The second critical element is that pro-
gram developers must become instructional
technologists. Programs must have acurricu-
lurn that is printed and available for dissemi-
nation. When programs depend exclusively
on the charisma of the leader, they are less
likelytobe successful. AnOperationsManual
descn'bing how to adapt the program, train
staff, implement and evaluate the program is
also necessary. Issues such as how to transfer
theprogramfromone site to another and how
to work with various organizltions must be
included. Furthermore, staff should be hired
who have been employed in the setting in
which the program is to be implemented. It is
critical when establishing relationships with
systems that a credible local person assist in
developing contacts and serve as a champion
for the program. When discussions about
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implementing the program take place, an
atmosphere must be developed so that the
school or agency feels that the program is
being done with them, not In or for them.
Finally, the cost of the dissemination must be
reasonable so thattheprogramcan become an
ongoing part of the OIganization. Some pr0-
grams cost as much as $1000 or more per
student. A cost per hour per student is helpful
to determine. This cost should be such that
private sector organizations can sponsor the
program in a setting.

Concluding Comment
Our past has sensitized us to the impor-

tance of making explicit our values, our re-
sponsibility to the community and our com-
mitment to collaboration. For our future, we
must be prepared to use what we have learned
to make a difference forthe communities and
the individuals who live in these communi-
ties. Community psychologists must become
more than psychology's conscience, we must
becomethe instructional technologists ableto

teach life skills to promote the competence of
individnals, groups and communities. Our
graduateprogramsmust makeacommitment
to teach our students not only to question but
to do. To paraphrase Rauand Ogle (1994), if
what we have learned in the past (our values,
knowledge and skills) are seen as ends in
themselves without practical application, if
the fruits of this learning are not used to
nourish our society, then our education is like
a Christmastree; itisuseful anddecorativefor
a time, butit doesnothingto enrich ourfuture.
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This presents the third in a series of
features in The Community Psychologist. It
is presented under the auspices of the new
International Standing Committee of the
Society for Community Research and Ac-
tion.

Besides the auspice being different, we
are also taking a different direction with the
Third Special Edition. Both the first (foro,
1990) and second (Balcazar, 1992) drew
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together eclectic groups of articles demon-
strating the reach of the teaching and prac-
tice of community psychology in a variety of
countries around the world. Our direction
has been to work within a tight thematic
framework of fewer articles, focused on a
specific set oftopics given to the authors. In
this way, we have attempted to provide the
readers with a set of articles through which
they might gain a deeper understanding of

the commonalities and divergences of com-
munity psychology, its development, and its
practice.

Thedirection we have taken was guided
by a quotation from Murray Levine in his
Foreword to an AustralianlNew Zealand
book of community psychology readings.
He said:

My own view has been narrowly North
American, to my detriment, 1have been



enriched by the opportunity to read the
chapters in this volume and heartily
recommend It to my American Col-
leagues .... I look forward to continu-
ing intemational exchange, and to the
developments that will occur as our
colleagues in Europe, Asia, South and
CentralAmerican, andAfrica begin to
share their efforts and insights {Levine,
1992, p. 11).

Tofollow bis advice to lcammore about
the community psychology of other parts of
the world, we set about the task of trying to
decide what we wanted to know, but what
also fitted into the philosophical underpin-
nings of community psychology-aJltural
relativism, diversity, and social ecology
(Rappaport, 1977). To a degree we also
drewupon the content that your editors used
in their own contributions to the first two
International Special Editions (Bishop &
D'Rozario, 1990; Fisher, 1992).

In the end we developed a set of topics
and posed them to the authors. They are:

1. Provide a brief history of commu-
nity psychology in [your country).

2. What are the major theoretical
underpinnings of community psychology in
[your country)?

3. Describe important political and!
or cultural influences on community psy-
chology in [your country).

4. Availability of formal education
and training opportunities in community
psychology in [your country). Has there
been much influence from academics com-
ingfrom other places, or students travelling
to study or train?

S. What professional bodies are there
in community psychology and what is the
relationship with the peak Psychology body
of [your country)?

6. Provide information about a couple
of sample programs or projects in commu-
nity psychology in [your country).

Once we had framed the set of ques-
tions, we also needed to identifY authors
who could provide responses indicative of
the ways in which community psychology
had developed and is practised in their
areas. Some were chosen because of works
they had written (e.g., Orford on Britain
because of his recent community psychol-
ogy textbook), or because we knew them, or
of them. The others were by recommenda-
tion or good luck. We were also restricted
because some countries of interest were
represented in very similar works already
produced in this series which essentially
addressed the same issues (e.g., Ferris &
Squire, 1992; Keupp & Stark, 1992).

After developing these ideas and con-
tacting most of our authors, we found that
Wingenfeld and Newbrough (In press) had
also used a very similar process. They have
used authors from 12 countries to explore
variations in community psychology in the
international context-with each author
writing on a set of topics that were them
synthesizedby WmgenfeldandNewbrough.
Their chapter provides a wealth ofinforma-
tion about community psychology in the
countries represented-and provides strong
listings of activities and projects being un-
dertaken.

However, WmgenfeldandNewbrough's
(In press) approach more often seems to be
a contrast with what occurs in the USA
rather than highlighting the diversity of
styles of community psychology which have
been shaped by the local cultures and poli-
tics. 11is our aim with this set of articles to
allowthe reader to gain an understanding of
community psychology in its context. Of
course, we are supplying some synthesis of
the ideas presented as they fall under the
structure we provided. In so doing, we will
focus specifically upon the first three topics
posed.

A Brief History of
Community Psychology

Each of the authors has indicated what
we already know, that community psychol-
ogy per se has a rather short history. They
are only able to trace the formal notion hack
a couple of decades at most, with the British
being an even shorter time period than most
of the others, and South Africa's an even
more recent responseto the political oppres-
sion evident in that country. Norway seems
to have the longest history with its commu-
nity psychology beginning to emerge soon
after World War II.

Despite the relatively short formal his-
tories, most of the authors are able to point
to activities and philosophies which pre-
date the formal emergence of community
psychology. Montero talks of the need for
community development responses to pov-
erty belts created by urbanization in the
1940's in ~nezuela; Skutle speaks of the
long involvement of psychologists in the
school system in Norway.

Of interest in the historical develop-
ment of community psychology practice
and philosophy is the British experience.
Here, Orford places a great deal of emphasis
on the role of clinical psychologists in the
National Health Scheme. As a socialized
medical system, the diversity of clients pre-
senting would be much more varied than in

a private practice. Added to the social diver-
sityinBritain, this would necessitate earlier
shifts in forms of practice to adequately
serve the client base.

We would draw a note of caution from
Lazarus and Primloo's illustration of action
in the service of a group marginalized be-
cause of language and ethnic hackground.
That this action led to the development of
apartheid under the psychologist ~rvoerd,
bringsachill to all ofuswhoare looking to the
use of psychology to promote social good.

The Major Theoretical
Underpinnings of

CommuDlty Psychology
The authors have given us two quite

separate ways of considering what under-
pins community psychology in their coun-
tries. One is the more mainstream sub-
discipline ofpsychology which informs their
theory development and problem conceptu-
alization; the other reflects the forms of
action that are undertaken by community
psychologists in their countries.

Of the articles presented, only one indio
cates the direct roots of communitypsychol-
ogy being based in clinical practice. Orford,
from Great Britain, presents quite a cogent
discussion of the dissatisfaction with tradi-
tional individnal therapy in resolving prob-
lems that keep presenting and the search for
a new paradigm within which to operate. It
is worth reiterating his point that the bulk of
these clinical psychologists were emploYed
in the National Health Scheme dealing with
a varied client base, but seemingly relying
on training which did not equip themforthe
job that needed to be done. Perhaps the
Newark Conference will reflect a new
Swampscott.

Each of the other countries reflect a
community psychology much more aligned
to social psychology. The clearest image of
this is presented by Montero in her discus-
sion of ~nezuela. Indeed, even the title of
the program she describes is "social com-
munity." However, it reflects a model of
psychology most suited to the community
development and political orientations of
her country.

In both New Zealand and Norway, s0-
cial psychology seems to play a pivotal role
in the formation of the community psychol-
ogy models of those countries. Both also
have a strong role to play in health and
education as well as in the way more direct
psychological services are provided. Each
country is grappling with social concerns
and ways in which psychology can contrib-
ute positively to their resolution.
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South African community psychology
reflects a mix of a number of sub-disci-
plines, with each llyingto claim community
psychology as its own. Lazarus and Prim100
discuss the uneasy place it has in the Divi-
sion of Counselling and Community Psy-
chology, but as not yet having its own sepa-
rate identity. They are looking much more at
the contribution that can be made by com-
munity psychology to all forms of the disci-
pline, not just establishing their own sepa-
rateness.

The ways in which practice is informed
by theory shows an interesting degree of
coming together. Amongst the common
themes from eachofthe countries contribut-
ing is the need for both primary and second-
ary prevention work. All have realized the
extent of the problems to be faced and that
treatment is not necessarily the best re-
sponse.

Another salient theme represented is
empowerment, discussed from the more
'neutral' psychological stance to the highly
political place it plays in challenging social
inequalities. The South African example is
one in which people's life and liberty were
often at risk as a result of taking positions
which challenged the dominant ideology.

The last application of theory that is
highlighted is community development.
Again this is a key element in the work of
many community psychologists and often
reflects the social needs and political cir-
cumstances within which they work.

Political and/or
Cultural Influences on
Community Psychology

The cultural and political influences
that have impacted upon the development of
community psychology in the five countries
differ markedly. In Norway the re-emer-
gence of social democratic values after the
second World War created conditions that
encouraged psychological intervention in
health, mental health and education. Pre-
ventionand community psychological prin-
ciples grew out of that practice. Skutle dem-
onstrates that the form of community psy-
chology, and all psychology education, are
linked to the social goals of the country.

In Britain and in \\:nezuela, commu-
nity psychological thinking was a response
to governmenta11y created social change.
Through the establishment of the National
Health Service inBritain, andsocial we1fare
programs in \\:nezuela, psychologists were
brought into contact with underprivileged
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and marginalised people. This necessitated
forms of responses and interventions often
not taught in a psychology curriculum.

In \\:nezuela, the input can be seen as
coming from other directions. The strength
of the liberation theology movement in de-
velopingtherights of individuals and groups
can be seen as contributing to the ways in
which many conceptua1ize problems and
develop interventions. This is clear in the
work of people such as Freire (1972).

In both cases, the winding back of these
services has sharpened the view of the need
for a community approach. In Britain the
disenchantment of social psychologists in
the 70s (in the context of broader social
conflict) also led to the conceptualisation of
issues at a community level.

In South Africa and in New Zealand, it
has been racial issues that have developed
the awareness that psychologists need to
work in social and political arenas. The
post-<:olonia1 treatment of Maoris in New
Zealand and apartheid in South Mrica are
part of the political bases of community
psychology. In both cases, other areas of
ineqnality have also provided a breeding
ground for community psychologists.

Applied Projects
The examples of research and practice

from the five regions arevaried and yet quite
similar. While the social contexts may be
different, they do indicate principles that
can have meaning in other contexts. The
contributors conceptualize community psy-
chology as post-modem and as such, the
nature of theory is as much about process as
it is about content. community psychology
has always had difficultyforma1izingtheory
(Reiff, 1968). This is partially because the
discipline stands between more easily de-
marcated territories of the individual and
the society. In seeking to see things as a
whole, community psychology has recog-
nized that the science's collective and indi-
vidual world views are as important as what
is being done. Narratives of what commu-
nity psychologists are doing are important
because they are the embodiment ofvalues
in action, and they allow the opportunity to
develop theory from the observation ofprac-
tice. As such, they help in the forma1ization
of understanding about different levels of
knowledge (John, 1994).

The presentation of these five articles
by community psychologists from around
the world is, we hope, a contribution to this
multi-level understanding. It has pprovided

us, as contributing editors and educators, a
better grounding in the varieties of commu-
nity psychology. We hope that this is but one
part of the broader continuing education
and dialogue.
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Community Psychology in Aotearoa/New Zealand

Heather Hamerton, Linda Waimarie Nikora,
Neville Robertson, and David Thomas

University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand.

A Brief History
To understand the history of commu-

nity psychology in Aotearoa (the original
name for this land), it is necessary to under-
stand the historical and cultural context in
which it has developed.

New Zealand is a parliamentary de-
mocracy based on the Westminster system.
Until recently, an agricultural-based
economy provided near full employment.
This and a comprehensive public welfare
system meant New Zealanders enjoyed a
high standard of living. Since the mid-
1980's, right-wing economic and social
policies have ended state intervention in the
economy and substantially reduced govern-
ment-funded welfare measures.

The dominant ethnic group are Pakeha
(white New Zealanders of mainly British
descent). As isthe case in rnanyotherformer
colonies, the indigenous Maori people fight
to be self-determining in an environment of
Pakeha domination.

In 1840, Maori representatives, negoti-
ating from a position of relative strength,
signed a treaty with the British CroWD,
which guaranteed Maori sovereignty. How-
ever, during the subsequent 150 years, the
Treaty of Waitangi has been breached re-
peatedly. British governors assumed execu-
tive power. War, land confiscation, legisla-
tive controls on the use ofland, fisheries and
cultural practices, the exercise of economic
power, and the establishment of a land-
holder democracy all helped the settler soci-
ety establish dominance. Urbaoisation and
assimilationist policies have further dam-
aged Maori society. Today, Maori comprise
approximately 12% of the population, con-
trolless than 5% of the land and struggle to
retain important cultural practices despite a
significant cultural renaissance over the
past 20 years.

Within this post-colonial context, psy-
chology developed as a distinct discipline
within a university system modelled on that
of Britain. 10 more recent years, American-
derived theories and approaches have come
to dominate the psychological curriculum

of the six universities which offer psychol-
ogy. A partial exception to this pattern has
been the University ofWaikato, where rel-
evance to the regional and national context
has been a major emphasis in the teaching
and research of the Psychology Department.

Through-out its 28-year history, the
department has included courses in cross-
cultural and social psychology in its cur-
riculum, and applied research focusing on
local concerns has been an important ele-
ment of its research program. In contrast to
some other universities, the community psy-
chology program at Waikato developed out
of applied social psychology rather than
clinical psychology. Other universities in
Aotearoa now offer courses in community
psychology but Waikato remains the only
one to offer a full training program.

Theoretical, Cultural,
and Political Influences

Community psychology at Waikato
University rests on a rejection of the basic
assumptions of positivist science, that sci-
ence is value-free and that there is an objec-
tive truth which can be uncovered by rigor-
ous scientific research. Rather we acknowl-
edge that our views of the world are inevita-
bly shaped by our various histories,
ethnicities, genders, and social classes. Our
practice of psychology is founded in an
acceptance and affirmation of this multi-
plicity of realities and perspectives, and in
the knowledge that all our actions as both
psychologists and as members of the com-
munity are inevitably shaped by our differ-
ingvalues and beliefs. (For a review of some
of these ideas, see Gergen, 1992).

Within the social and political context
outlined above, honouring the Treaty of
Waitangi has wide reaching implications
for all New Zealanders, and community
psychology has actively attempted to pro-
mote and support a number of initiatives
towards greater power eqnity for Maori and
an acknowledgment of our diverse cultural
and ethnic heritage.

It is necessary to recognise also the

power relations within which we operate.
Within a right-wing country governed by
(mostly) middle-class white men certain
groups have far greater access to power than
others, and certain views are privileged, and
accorded higher status. Community psy-
chology, as a discipline founded within the
mainstream academy (and psychology in
particular), has had to struggle to gain ac-
ceptance since it rejects the dominant para-
digm of mainstream psychology (positiv-
ism) and has favoured qualitative research
methods over quantitative. Nevertheless it
needs to continue to use its position of
relative privilege, within universities and
society at large, to enhance community well-
being through collaborative working rela-
tionships with grass-roots community
organisers. Although more Maori are enter-
ing universities, they remain under-repre-
sented, especially among staff and graduate
students.

Community psychologists in Aotearoa
have typically taught from a perspective of
empowerment, equality, cultural pluralism
and social justice. Given the position of
community psychology in mainstream uni-
versities, such an approach is insufficient by
itself to bring about extensive social change
to enhance the well-being of powerless
groups within the New Zealand context. We
have done fairly well at promoting empow-
erment and working with community groups
to evaluate and improve their services, but
we still need to address more directly the
redistribution of resources in a genuinely
equitable fashion. Realising this, we have
looked towards the Treaty or Waitangi to
inform, shape and interpret those funda-
mental values and approaches typical of
community psychology.

We have found the Treaty ofWaitangi,
with its emphasis on the fundamental right
of peoples to self-determination and on val-
ues or active protection, participation, part_
nership, and reciprocal obligations, to pro-
vide an effective framework for moderating
and managing power and for guiding the
practice of community psychology in
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Aotearoa. The result has been a small step
towards "Iocalising" community psychol-
ogy in AotearoalNew Zealand.

The community psychology program at
Waikato University attracts many more
women than men students. An explicit
agenda in recent years has been to increase
the focus on issues in the community rel-
evant to women's lives and experience.
Having feminist psychologists on the com-
munitypsychology staff team has facilitated
a more participatory and egalitarian ap-
proach to learning and supervision, and
wider opportunities for students to under-
take coursework and research on feminist
topics which affect them personally, and
which have led to social action. Research
topics have included: teenage pregnancY,
mothers in prison, women and depression,
empowerment in childbirth, women's un-
paid work, and health issues for young
lesbian women.

Another important feature has been the
community of women in psychology who
have met regularly both loca1IyinHarnilton,
and together with other women from both
Aotearoa and Australia. The ongoing net-
working and support available to women
within this group has crossed the usual
barriers of status between students and staff,
and resulted in frequent (often riotousl)
social gatherings. The continning high en-
rollment of women students in community
psychology courses bear testimony to their
popularity and success.

Training in
Community Psychology

Several universities include commu-
nity psychology in their teaching programs.
The only full community psychology gradu-
ate training program available in Aotearoa
is that offered by the University ofWaikato.
Three other universities offer limited train-
ing opportunities.

At the University of Waikato, commu-
nity psychology is offered within the Mas-
ters of Social Science degree (M.Soc.Sci.),
as a specialist three-year Diploma (pGDip.
Psych (Com», or as a specialised area of
doctoral study (D.Phil). Graduates of the
post-graduate Diploma (for which Masters
is aco-reqnisite) are eligible for registration
as a psychologist under the statutory licens-
ing system. At the undergraduate level, a
year three paper is offered.

Three specific training features are evi-
dent in the Waikato program: an emphasis
onskill acquisition (such asevaluation skills)
as well as theory, a gradual transition from
primarily university-based training to pri-
marily community-based training over the
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three years of the programs, and involve-
ment in community organisations leading
to job opportunities. Because of the regional
visibility of the Waikato program, students
are able to select research and training tasks
from requests made by community
organisations. These opportunities help en-
sure that research agendas are set primarily
by community needs and the community
involvement provides students with valu-
able practical skills. Graduates from the
Waikato program have typically found em-
ployment in health promotion, and as ser-
vice planners and evaluators in both gov-
ernment-funded and non-governmental
human services.

At other universities in New Zealand, a
course is available within the psychiatry and
behavioural sciences program in the Medi-
cal School at the University of Auckland.
Massey University offers a third year under-
graduate paper in community psychology as
part of its options for a major in psychology.
For a number of years, Victoria University
has provided a community orientation to the
training of clinical psychologists.

Although a number of American aca-
demics have contributed to the development
of training in Aotearoa, over the past ten
years there has been an emphasis on local-
ization: the reinterpretation of concepts as-
sumed to be "universal" to fit "local" cul-
tural patterns (Thomas, 1994) and an em-
phasis on nurturing the development of an
indigenous psychology. Thus while ex-
changes with American psychologists con-
tinue, relatively more emphasis has been
placed on networking with psychologists in
New Zealand and Australia (which shares a
similar history of colonisation) and other
interested local workers outside the formal
discipline of psychology.

Professional Organizations
The New Zealand Psychological Soci-

ety (NZPsS), which began life as a branch of
the British Psychological Society, is the
principal professional organisation for psy-
chologists in Aotearoa. Although not all
community psychologists belong to the
NZPsS, those who do are affiliated with the
Community and Social Psychology Divi-
sion of the Society. The NZPsS provides its
members with ethical cover, continuing
education, advocacY and a forum for aca-
demic pursuits. It does not control the li-
censing of psychologists: that is the respon-
sibility ofa statutory body, the Psychologists
Board. Relativelyfew community psycholo-
gists are registered (the registration provi-
sions are of more immediate relevance to
clinical psychologists). In fact, many ofthe

professionals who identify with community
psychology work in roles which do not carry
the title "community psychologist" and may
owe professional allegiances to other
organisations (in the health, social research
and evaluation fields).

Projects
Cultural pluralism, agenda IdtiDC

and voice gaining. Considerable effort has
been needed to ensure that Maori people as
a non-dominant ethnic group gain a voice
(Thomas, 1992) within the discipline and
organisation of psychology in Aotearoa.
Community psychologists have contributed
to this effort, along with Maori students and
colleagues from other areas in psychology.

Numerous attempts have been made to
place the gnals of indigenous development
on the agenda of the New Zealand Psycho-
logical Society. In 1978 Jules Older called
for the Society to work to increase the num-
ber of Maori psychologists to numbers at
least proportional to the percentage ofMaori
in the general population. The manuscript
containing his proposal was rejected by the
editorial board of the New Zealand Journal
of Psychology. Almost to years later, Max
Abbott and Mason Durie (1987) noted the
complete lack of Maori graduates from pro-
fessional psychology programs in Aotearoa
over the previous two years and descnbed
psychology as "probably the most monocul-
tural, in terms of Maori representation, of
all New Zealand professions." (p. 67). The
successful publication of their paper in the
New Zealand Journal of Psychology, which
had rejected Older's paper in 1978, possibly
reflected a change towards a more pluralis-
tic attitude in New Zealand psychology gen-
erally.

In 1989, the Psychology Depanmenl al
the University ofWaikato appointed its first
Maori staff member. Linda Nikora's ap-
pointment provided opportunity to chal-
lenge from within the monocultural nature
of psychology, and to promote the goals of
indigenous development.

Later that year three staff from the
Waikato program were part of the Social
and Community Division of the Society
which submitted a remit to the annual gen-
eral meeting of the Society, re-iterating the
challenge posed by Older in 1978 and urg-
ing the Society to use its resources to train
more Maori psychologists and to allC\iate
social problems plaguing Maori peoples.

Full membership (and therefore \'OIing
rights) of the NZPsS is limited to people
with at least a masters degree in psychology.
~ryfew Maori are eligible formembenohip
according to this criterion: others do n(I1
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belong either because of the expense, be-
cause they can see no benefit, or as a form of
protest. However, Maori still attend annual
conferences, and find it frustrating to 0b-
serve non-Maori discussion on a remit con-
cerning Maori peoplel In 1989 members of
the Social and Community Division moved
that the annual general meeting allow a
Maori person the right to speak to the mo-
tion being discussed.

More than just <p""lnng rights were
needed, since a lone voice can be easily
squashed by the opposition especia1ty if the
speaker is not of the dominant group within
that setting. In addition, a Maori person
might address an issue and not even be
beard, while a Pakeba professor might say
the same thing and the message is accepted
without a squeak.

Despite opposition, the remit was ac-
cepted along with a working party estab-
lished toadvisethe Society onits implemen-
tation, the Kaupapa Maori Working Party,
made up primarily of community psycholo-
gists. The group viewed their role as colla-
tors and presenters of information contn1>-
uled by Maori, opening the way for Maori to
gain voice in decision-making. In 1990 a
contingent of Maori people, including sta1f
and students, requested the Society to fund
their travel and accommodation to support
their paper at the annual general meeting.
They also asked that discussion of the
Kaupapa Maori Working Party paper be
scheduled at the top of the agenda, and that
theybeaccorded speakingandvotingrights.
In a meeting with the Council the previous
night, it was agreed that since voting rights
could not be conferred on non-members,
theywou1d be allowed to address the annual
general meeting onty after it moved to sus-
pend its proceedings. In a context where
Maoricxpccted to receive ahostile response,
the contingent felt that the opportunity to
speak to members prior to the voting was
better than no opportunity at all. Although
the paper was successfully tabled and ac-
cepted, it was not without substantial oppo-
sition and obstructive manipulation of an-
nual general meetingprocedures on the part
of a conservative minority.

In the above process, community psy-
chologists through the Social and Commu-
nity Division provided access for Maori
people and theirvoice into Society decision-
making processes. They also supported the
Maori person allocated speaking rights by
reiteratinghiameasagein themeetingproper.
Through collaboration, tbeyfound a wayfor
Maori to gain voice and affect the agenda of
the Society.

Since 1989, community psychologists

have undertaken a number of other activi-
tieswithregardto cultural pluralism, agenda
setting and voice gaining. These have in-
cludedthe establishmentofaNational Stand-
ing Committee of the NZPsS on Bicultural
Issues. The Standing Committee monitors
the development of bicultural initiatives,
organises symposia at annual conferences,
disseminates information on issues relevant
to indigenous development, and formulated
thefollowing new constitutional rule forthe
NZPsS.

"In giving effect to the objects for
which the Society is established the
Society shall encourage policies and
practices that reflect New Zealand~
cultural diversity and shall, inparticu-
lar, have due regard to the provisions
oj, and to the spirit and intent of the
7reatyafWaitangi. "

These activities have had some effect.
Eight Maori people now fill a variety of
positions in three of six university psychol-
ogy departments with two further positions
still unfilled. At least four new courses
focused on Maori development have been
introduced at three universities, and at
Waikato University Maori students consti-
tute about 25% of its first year psychology
undergraduate intake. Scholarships are
available to students of Maori descent train-
ing in clinical psychology, although none
are available for community psychology
students.

Although community psychology has
contributed to some of the changes de-
scnDed above, by no means can it be the first
to take credit for the changes that have
resulted. Credit must in the first instance go
to Maori students of psychology and Maori
clients of psychological practice for the
painful experience of pointing out psy-
chology's inadequacies and demonstrating
that there are different, yet valid world
views. Neither should community psychol-
ogy rationalise inaction through a focus on
what it already has achieved. Critical ex-
amination and reflection is still needed to
effect change within our own discipline.
When the indigenous people of Aotearoa
deem that the goals of indigenous develop-
ment have been achieved we hope that com-
munity psychologists can genuinely claim
that they have contributed in some way.

Violence reduction. A continuing se-
ries of projects in the program at Waikato
has focused on reduction ofviolence, espe-
cially violence directed against women and
children within the domestic sphere. As
well as being a major cause of non-acciden-
tal death and injury, domestic violence is
implicated in other significant problems

such as school failure, chemical depen-
dency and teenage runaways. The distinc-
tion between the private and public spheres
has meant few communities have provided
effective protection to women and children
within the family. Work at Waikato has
included: the piloting of an assertive arrest
policy which took the onus off victims to
presschargesagainsttheir abusers (the policy
was subsequently adopted nationally); an
evaluation of the bicultural development
process withina local women'srefuge (shel-
ter); a study ofbreaches of protection orders
made against domestic abusers which at-
tracted national attention for its criticisms
ofjudicial attitudes towards victims of abuse
(the majority of the recommendations have
been incorporated into draftlegislationabout
to be considered by Parliament); evalua-
tions of a Child Abuse Pilot Project and of
medical practitioners' referrals of suspected
child abuse cases; and the evaluation of a
criminal justice system reform project in
which refuges, police, probation and the
courts provide a coordinated and victim-
referenced response to family violence. In
addition, a number of students and staff
have been active in women's refuges, rape
crisis organisations and men for non-vio-
lence groups.

Note: The term "kaupapa" is oflen talrento
mean ''philosophy'' however, this must be
read as a simplistic interpretation.
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A Brief History
One could argue that 'community psy-

chology' in South Africa has been around
for a longtime, in small ways, but not under
that label. \Wious psychologists over this
centwy have used their expertise to address
social issues and influence policies
~infamousarchitectofapart-
heid in South Africa-was a psychologist
invoIvedinthe empowermentofAfrikaaners
at a time when they were oppressed in a
'British' systeml), while individual psy-
chologists have tried in various ways to
extend their services to disadvantaged com-
munities. This is all no doubt true for psy-
chology in all countries.

Over the last fifteen years, however,
there has been significant development of a
more 'relevant' psychology in South Af-
rica-relevant to the diversity of cultures
that characterises South Africa; relevant to
the struggle against apartheid; and relevant
to the recoustruction and development of a
new South Africa. Some of this has gone
underthetitleof'communitypsychology' -
where an awareness of this field has been
evident Other initiatives have developed
underother1abels, such as 'critical psychol-
ogy' or 'social psychology'; while other
initiatives have developed under noparticu-
Jar label, but have reflected the values and
aims which un~rpin community psychol-
ogy as developed in the USA.

Brielly, the developments referred to
above have included interventions leveled
at social issues-particularly those relating
to apartheid and its devastating effects on
the lives of all South Africans, but also at
other issues relating to oppression of vari-
ous groupings (women, gaygroupings, work-
ing class, 'disability' groupings, children,
and so on); influencing policy, particularly
in recent times, in the recoustruction and
developmentprocessoccurringwithin South
Africa; and attempting to make psychologi-
cal services more accessible to communities
who have thus fur been excluded, often for
I3CC, gender, or c1ass reasons.

Someorg;oni7"tions and groupings have
made a particular contn"bution to the above
developments. The Psychology and Apart-
heidgrouping, consistingprimarilyofblack
psychologists (manyofwhom received train-
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ing in community psychology in the USA),
has played a central role in higblighting
issues relating to apartheid, violence, and
other aspects of the context in which we live.
The Organization for Appropriate Social
Services in South Africa (ASCI), which
emerged in 1983 and then more recently
merged with progressive medical and wel-
We groupings to form an interdiscip1inaJy
organization, South African Health and
Social Services Organization (SAHSSO),
has also made a contribution to these devel-
opments in various ways. Over the last
decade volunteer psychologists throughout
South Africa have involved themselves in
various ASCI projects, including: crisis in-
tervention-particularly with victims of
apartheid; various community development
projects; advocacywork-particularly with
political prisoners, and with children; and
policy development-particularly with re-
gard to education, health and welWe.

Within the past Psychological Associa-
tion of South Africa (PASA), the main-
stream psychological organization until re-
cently, there were also sporadic develop-
ments, showing themselves particularly in
the growing number of papers presented at
the annual national conferences on issues
relating to the values and aims of commu-
nity psychology. Publications dealing with
typical community psychology issues have
increased in both the mainjoumals ofpsy-
chology in South Africa: The SouthAfrican
Journal of Psychology. and Psychology in
Society. an alterative journal emerging in
the early 80s. The latter has constituted the
major 'progressive' mouthpiece for various
psychologists seekinga more relevant theory,
research, and practiceofpsychologyin South
Africa. The majority of the papers published
in this journal have focused on issues of
direct relevance to the field of community
psychology, although, once again, they have
not necessariIyused that label to frame their
concerns.

Within other contexts, particularlyuni-
versities and specific institutes, variousother
community projects have arisen-usually
linked to the beginnings of community psy-
chology education and training modules in
the masters professional courses (which in
South Africa lead to registration as a psy-

chologist). These projectscoverawide spec-
tnun of activities and concerns.

Communitypsychology-eitherexplic-
itly or implicitly-has been incorporated in
onewayor another in most areas ofpsychol-
ogy in South Africa: the registrablellicensed
areas of clinical, counseling. industrial-or-
ganizational; educational, and research psy-
chology; as wen as other areas such as
social, developmental, and health psychol-
ogy. There is evidence, particularly in the
way professional courses are being devel-
oped; in the development of the new psy-
chology society (Psychological Society of
South Africa-PsySSA-founded in Janu-
ary 1994); and in policy initiatives in the
various fields of psychology-that suggests
that a very strong community psychology
ethos has developed in South Africa at
present.

It is interesting to note that PsySSA's
Division of Counselling Psychology (which
existed as an 'institute' in the previous
association: PASA) has changed its name to
'Division of Counselling and Community
Psychology'. It has been hypothesized that
this is because of the perceived similarities
between paradigms and aims of counselling
and community psychology; that it is an
attempt to locate counselling knowledge
and expertise more directly in the service of
disadvantaged communities; and that it re-
flects a political move, perhaps a profes-
sionally self-protective one, to incorporate
the progressive forces into mainstream
organised psychology. This is the first time
that the label of 'community psychology'
has been officially used, although there is
still a great deal of debate as towhetherthere
should be a separate areacalled 'community
psychology' or whether it should be infused
into all other areas. To date, the latter ap-
proach has dominated.

In concluding this-section, it should be
noted that while the values and aims of
community psychology are strongly evident
in South African psychology at present-
explicitly and implicitly (that is, under the
label or not}--this approach is interpreted
in different ways depending on the particu-
lar perspectives and theoretical leanings of
the psychologists concerned.
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Major Theoretical
Underpinnin~s of Community

Psycliology In South Africa
As with the rest of the world, theoreti-

cal frameworks for a community psychol-
ogy in South Africa are relatively underde-
veloped, although there is evidence that
various attempts are being made to address
this issue (hereand internationally). It seems
that systems and ecological theories are the
predominant perspectives used and devel-
oped in this context. Critical (neo-Marxist)
social and psychological theories are an-
other group of theoretical perspectives be-
ing used by many psychologists, either to-
gether with a broad systems/ecological ap-
proach, or on its own.

More specific theoretical perspectives
are adopted for particular purposes in cer-
tain particular contexts. In educational psy_
chology, for example, where a community
psychology perspective is being developed,
a social constructivist approach is evident.

Afurthercentral perspective underpin-
ning the development of a community psy_
chology approach to educational psychol-
ogy as well as other areas in South Africa is
that of prevention and 'health promotion'.
This links with trends within the World
Health Organization (WHO) and other in-
ternational developments, and, of course,
within community psychology itself.

Models of community psychology, as
conceptualized by some within the USA
which appear to be relevant in the South
African context include: (a) a community
mental health approach (which includes
clinically orientated community services, as
well as psycho-educational training
progranunes for various community group-
ings), (b) a social action model (which
includes ruraI and urban developmental,
community-based projects, and political
action), and (c) an organizational develop-
ment model (which includes the redefining
of the role of industrial/organizational psy_
chology-;mticularly in relation to non-
governmental and community-based orga-
nizations, and labour).

As noted in the previous section, vari-
ous perspectives are being developed under
the umbrella term of 'community psychol-
ogy'. This reflects the different meta-theo-
retical positions from which psychologists
operate. Generally, however, it is recog-
nized that there is a need to develop theo-
retical conceptualizations based on rigor-
ous research-for the purposes of strength-
ening the development of this approach,
generally, but also within the particular
context of South Africa.

Important Political
and Cultural Influences

There is no doubt that the explicit and
implicit development of community psy-
chology in South Africa over the last fifteen
years is largely attributable to social forces.
While the influence of a few individuals-
some of whom were influenced by their
studies in the USA---<ammitted to this area
has helped to mobilize resources around
community psychology in this context, the
strong acceptance of and movementtowards
a community approach has been directly
linked to the need for psychologists in this
context to examine their roles in a society
undergoing radical transformation.

The intensification of the struggle
against apartheid (and, to a lesser extent,
patriarchy and capitalism), and the growing
democratic alliances and fronts in South
Africa over the last fifteen years, has created
a professional identity crisis for psycholo-
gists in this context. The search for more
'relevant' psychological theories, research
and practice became the name of the game.
Because ofits commitment (a) to addressing
social issues, and in particular, its commit-
ment to empowerment, and (b) to providing
access to psychological services for all, com-
munity psychology became one important
routefor exploring a more relevant psychol-
ogy in South Africa.

Community psychology's commitment
to policy development links directly with
the need for groupings-psychologists in-
cluded-to engage in the policy develop-
ment process in South Africa in recent
times. The role of psychologists in the de-
velopment of the Reconstruction and Devel-
opment Progranune (RDP) in South Africa
is a crucial one. The profession as a whole is
being challenged to make a contribution to
the development of a healthy society. One
example of a specific request for the inclu-
sion of psychological expertise in the pro-
cess of the country's reconstruction and
development is the request to participate in
workshops for the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission.

In summary, therefore, the struggle to
develop a democratic and nondiscriminatory
society has created a ripe environment for
the development of community psychology
in South Africa. Insofar as this approach
provides a useful framework for providing
opportunities for psychologiSts to make a
useful contribution to the development of a
healthy society, it will flourish. It should be
noted, however, that an analysis of the his-
tory of community psychology in other con-
texts, in particular in the Western world, has
resulted in skepticism by many in this con-

text-in particular-the apparent tendency
for conservatism to creep in when the pres-
sures for radical changes lessen.

Formal Education
and Training Opportunities
As referred to above, the development

of community psychology as an approach in
South Africa has been directly linked to the
development of university progranunes-
particularly for psychologists-in-training at
the masters degree level. In the mid-1980's,
various universities started to incorporate a
community psychology approach tothetrain-
ing of psychologists. This was particularly
prevalent in some research and clinical
training programmes, but has become part
of the training of psychologist in all areas of
specialization: clinical, counselling, educa-
tional, industrial-organizational, and re-
search psychology. As mentioned previ-
ously, the counselling specialization field
has seen a particular relevance of commu-
nity psychology for its particular focus.

The ways in which the community ap-
proach has been incorporated in this pre-
service professional development of psy-
chologists has been varied, but it seems that
it has been included mostly through 'mod-
ules' on community psychology, without
necessarily an infusion of the values and
aims of community psychology in all as-
pects of the training.

It is interesting to note that the Profes-
sional Board of Psychology of the South
African Medical and Dental Council
(SAMDC), which oversees the professional
training and licensing of psychologists in
South Africa, has in recent years high-
lighted the need for community service and,
therefore, for accredited internships within
various community centers.

The question of the training of psy-
chologists in South Africa is in flux - as with
most things in this context. There is some
debate as to whether there should be a
separate area of community psychology, but
this has not surfaced as a serious proposal to
date. There is more vigorous debate about
the possibilities of training psychologists in
aspects relating to a community psychology
approach at a post-masters level: within a
forntal continuing education Progranune.
These are debates that will no doubt develop
into proposals in the not too distant future.

Relationship of Community
Psycholo~ and the Psychological

SocIety of South Africa
It is interesting to note that the current

interim Executive Committee of the new
Psychological Society of South Africa
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(PsySSA) includes a majority who have
revealed some form of commitment to the
area of community psychology-South Afri-
can style. Leadership at this level is, there-
fore, informed by the broad values and aims
of a community psychology approach, al-
though once again, from differing perspec-
tives.

At the moment there is a Division for
Counselling and Community Psychology in
this society. Within other Divisions of
PsySSA, however, the broad trust of com-
munity psychology is evident in various
ways. There is a feeling in some circles that
community psychology does not only be-
long with the counselling area, but is rel-
evant to all areas of psychology. The overt
inclusion of the area in one Division is,
however, a move in the direction of obtain-
ing more recognition for this area in the
profession.

Some Examples of Community
Psychology Projects in

South Africa
In the absence of particular community

psychology training programmes or a Divi-
sionforcommunity psychology in the South
African context, most projects that fall within
this broad framework do not necessarilyuse
the label of'communitypsychology'. There
are many initiatives, however, that reflect
the general aims and values represented in
the community psychology approach.

At the level ofinfluenclngpolicy, which
currently is an important thrust in all areas
of South African life, various initiatives
have been developed. These include in-
volvement in the development of health,
and in particular, mental health, policies in
South Africa-particularly through the na-
tional and provincial strategic management
teams that advise the Ministers of Health.
Involvement in the development of educa-
tional policy, particularly in the area of
education support services (including spe-
cialized education, school health, social
work, guidance and counselling, and other
psychological services) has been very active
in recent years, with involvement in the
national and some provincial Education
strategic management teams being a major
intervention.

Related to the above, many groupings
in various provinces have been involved in
the development of regional mental health
forums, education and training forums, and
other intersectoral formations including a
focus on the development of mental health.
This reflects a general trend towards coordi-
nation of services and programmes, particu-
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larly around the Reconstruction and Devel-
opmentProgramme (RDP) in the country as
a whole.

Besides the broad policy work referred
to above, numerous projects have emerged
over recent years. It wonld be impossible to
do service to all the contributions psycholo-
gists have made and are making in South
Africa. However, a few broad comments
about the scope of these interventions will
be briefly outlined.

Projects include a variety of foci and
forms of interventions in a number of con-
texts, including particularly historically
underserviced areas such as rural and pov-
erty-stricken contexts. Psychologists work
with a range of organizations (including
religious, cultural, political, educational) to
develop projects and provide broad-based
services. In these contexts, psychologists
geoo~y~rkwithinanintersectoralfram~
work, spanning a broad variety of disci-
plines and skills areas.

Foci include issues such as: abuse of
women and children, sexual abuse (rape
and child sexual abuse), violence, peace,
gay issues, alcohol and drug abuse, youth
development, leadership skills, integration
of returning political exiles/returnees, fam-
ily disintegration, mental and other 'handi-
caps', human rights, desegregation in
schools and other contexts, and so on.

In some cases, particular organizations
or institutes have been specifically devel-
oped to address one or some of the above
issues, for example, The Family Institute,
The Centre for Peace Action and Commu-
nity Policing of Violence and Remediation
Attempts, Rape Crisis, Lifeline, Safeline
and Childline counselling centers. In other
cases interventions are initiated from exist-
ing institutions or bodies such as universi-
ties, the South African Federation for Men-
tal health, and so on.

Interventions include rehabilitation,
counselling in particular, various forms of
crisis counseling, psycho-educational
programmes and specific skills training (e.g.,
leadership, lay counseling), policy research
and development, advocacy, political ac-
tion, action research, Programme evalua-
tion, organizational development (particu-
larlyof community organizations), aud com-
munity development.

There are some general community
development programmes which have op-
erated from an explicit or implicit commit-
ment to the values and aims of a community
psychology approach. These include, for
example, the Mannenberg Project which
provides general psychological and com-

munity services through a community cen-
tre in an extremely impoverished area of the
Western Cape; a Health Psychology Project
which has developed various community
interventions in troubled areas in the
Gautuog (previously known as the PWV
region); the Mamre Project, which has fo-
cused on community health in an impover-
ished area in the Western Cape; the Health
Promoting Schools project, where various
sectors are involved in a long-term project
aimed at the development of schools that
facilitate health promotion, and so on.

It is difficult, in the absence of a thor-
ough situation analysis, to provide a global
and fair picture of community psychology-
type projects in South Africa. This is an area
that needs investigation, for the purpose of
informing the international community, but
also for the purpose of developing the field
in the South African context itself.

Conclusion
In conclusion, community psychol-

ogy-warts and all-has explicitly and
implicitly made its presence felt in the South
African context. The particular challenges
facing this context have provided many
opportunities for psychologists to critically
reflect on their roles and contribution-
both in terms of protest against injustices in
various areas, and in terms of the recon-
struction and development of a new society.
In addition, the development of a oow health
system within this context provides psy-
chology as a profession with a particular
opportunity to attempt to ensure that all
citizens have access to mental health care
and promotion. This is a challenge we take
seriously and hope to address in the years to
come.

Sandy Lazarus is affiliated with the
Department of Educational Psychology,
University of the Western Cape; Rachel
Prinsloo is affiliated with the Department
of Psychology, University of the Western
Cape, South Africa.

I Ms Prinsloo is President of the Psycho-
logical Society of South Africa (psySSA)
and Professor Lazarus is a member of the
interim/founding National Executi\'C.

, The authors would like to note that a more
extensive and inclusive consultation pro-
cess would have been desirable for the prepa-
ration of this article, ho\\'C\'Cr. time con-
straints prevented this.
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A BrierUistory
During the late sixties and the seven-

ties, ~ezuelan government developed a
policyofcommunitydevelopment, respond-
ing to the need to attend to the people's
demands, as well as to the necessity of their
incorporation to social changes whose costs
could not be entirely afforded by the State.
Since the end of the fifties, the social sci-
ences in \\:nezuela, as in other Latin Ameri-
can countries were developing theories and
practices that had as a main objective not
only the organization of communities, but
also the raising of their consciousness and
the overcoming of under -development The
process of wbanization, which began in the
furties, hadcreatedbe1tsofpovertyaroundthe
cities, while depopulating the rurn1 areas.

Although government agencies, such
as FUNDACOMUN (Organization for the
Development of Communities) and
FUNDASOCIAL (Organization for Social
development), had psychologists working
for them, their contribution usunIly fell
within the scope of traditional psychology.
Therefore, psychology was not one of the
first disciplines to provide explanations or
answers to the problems posed by the social
pbenomena mentioned above. The lack of
involvement was due to both the late recog-
nition of psychology as a science and to its
individual focus. By the mid-seventies, it
wasclearthatwhat social psychology had to
offer, was not enough for dealing with the
changes in ~ezuelan society. Confonted
byproblerns whose complexity and urgency
could not be dealt with by the traditional
person-<:entered and experimentalistic ap-
proaches, social psychologists began to look
elsewhere in order to find ways ofinterven-
ing and intetpreting what was happening.

The academic unrest of the late sixties
and early seventies, prepared the way by
questioning theories and explanations, and
demanded that psychology respond to the
needs of the people and the country, provid-
ing solutions to social problems, initiating
social change, and being part of it But
neither these exigencies nor the activities
and studies respondingto them, received an
immediate recognition as a new branch of

psychology. At the beginning, psychologi-
cal studies and practice concerning commu-
nities were introduced in three ways: as part
of Group Dynamics courses, through spe-
cific research presented as part of the Social
Psychology program, and as B.A. disserta-
tions of students (Montero, 1980).

The nomenclature of Community Psy-
chology, or Community Social Psychology,
were not used immediately. From 1976 to
1982, different names were applied to that
new practice, such as Community Develop-
ment, Popular Otganization, Community
Participation, and Self-Management.
Around 1982 Community Psychology was
accepted, but with some resistance coming
from the very same field of Social Psychol-
ogy that was giving birth to the sub-disci-
pline. Acceptance of its existence did not
mean providinganacademicniche; although
outside academia a demand was growingfor
"social psychologists working with commu-
nities",

In 1985, a course in community psy-
chology was taught for the first time. The
unit was offered as an option by the Social
Psychology Department of Central Univer-
sity UCV-(Montero, 1985), at the under-
graduate level. This situation was main-
tained until 1994, when the course was
offered to students from other departments,
and introduced as a core subject. Other
universities, both State and private, have
recently introduced research programs with
a community approach at an undergraduate
level .

Communitypsychologywas introduced
in a master's course in social psychology
(also at Universidad Central) in 1990, and
in 1992 a specialisation in community and
social intelVention was introduced. Other
universities have also begun to incorporate
courses and develop research programs con-
cerning this sub-discipline.

At a research level, there has been a
steady flow of B.A., Masters and Ph.D.
dissertations, as well as community inter-
ventions jointly carried out by academics
and practitioners in governmental and non-
governmental agencies, with important and
sometimes striking effects. Thoselinks have

been central in connecting students with
communities in need, and in providing ex-
periences not found in classrooms or labora-
tories.

Theoretical Orientations
The crisis felt in social psychology dur-

ing the seventies, due to its lack of social
relevance, led those psychologists inter-
ested in communities to look formodels and
theories that psychology could not provide.
In Venezuela, we turned our regards toward
other social sciences: sociology, anthropol-
ogy, and popular education, as well as phi-
losophy.

Afirst influence was that of Colombian
sociologistOrlandoFals Borda (1959; 1977;
1985) and the movement called Militant
Sociology. He had been working, since the
late fifties, with a variation of action-re-
search in community development and had
developed a set of psychosocial principles
which constituted a platform for psycholo-
gists. The work of Brazilian educator Paulo
Freire (1969) with its emphasis in the dia-
logue-oriented practice and the involve-
ment ofpeople, not as subjects, but as social
actors, was another important influence.
Also the economist and social worker,
Ezequiel Ander-Egg (1963) provided a
source of methodological models. To this
should be added the fruitful contact begun at
the end of the seventies with the researchers
at Puerto Rico University, who introduced a
social constructionist view (Serrano-Garcia
& lrizarry,1979; Serrano-Garcia&Rosario,
1992) providing new insight about the use
of participatory action-research.

The experiences of the eighties, both
with urban and rural communities, and
contact with political psychologists Ignacio
Martin-Bar6, fromEI Salvador(1986; 1989/
1992), led some of us to incorporate the
perspective of what he called "Psychology
ofLiberation" in which the newpractice has
to take into account popular culture, creat-
ing new ways to produce knowledge that
have the people as central actors, while
transforming individuals, communities and
society. Later developments of this theoreti-
cal tendency (Montero, 1990) include the
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bistorical perspective of social and psycho-
logical phenomena, and elaborate more on
the energizing and empowering aspects of
h"berationand the socioc:ognitiveprocesses
involved.

The ecologicaloQl1tura1models (e.g.,
Rappaport, 1977; Rappaport, Swift & Hess
1984;Kelly,1986;Newborough,1973; 1989;
1991) produced in the United States, bave
alsoprovided sometheoretical concepts and
approaches. There are some common as-
pectsbetween the US models and those that
emeJgedin ~ such as the necessity
oflinkingtheol)'and practice, the emphasis
on social change, and on the people's devel-
opment of a social consciousness, as well as
placing tbis way of doing psychology in a
new scientific paradigm.

Political and Cultural Influences
The development of community psy-

chology in ~nezuela was indirectly influ-
enced by the socioeconomic conditions that
existed in the count!)' between the late six-
ties and the seventies, andbythefactthat the
government at that time followed the poli-
cies of a welfare state. Oil revenues, the
main source of wealth for the count!)',
reached a peak by the mid-seventies, creat-
ing an abundance of money and, allowing
many social development projects tobe car-
ried out.

Those policies bad a strong community
orientation. What domin.ted those policies
wasapopuIisttendency, designedtoacbieve
political ends. But if on one band, those
policies generated dependency on govern-
mental aid, at the same time theyfermented
someforms ofpopularorganization in order
tofacilitateaccomplisbingtheir aims. Those
organizations bad the effect of making the
people more aware about their needs and
rights. So, when in 1983 the first signals of
an economic crisis began to be felt, what
remained from the years of abundance was
the certainty that incorporating the people
as main actors of their transformation was
not only desirable, but absolutely necessary.

Theoretical models were adopted from
philosophy and the social sciences wbich
were based on Marxian thought The con-
cepts of ideology, alienation and social jus-
tice bad a strong influence in the constitu-
tion of the body of ideas and principles of
community psychology. While its practice
revealed the cooperative orientation of\\:n-
ezuelan popular culture, in wbich a main
feature isthestrongparticipationofwomen,
it also dealt with the main leaders of most
wban and rural community movements.
Thi. contact also reinforced the conviction
that tbi. psychologydeal. with the transfor-
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mations and development of the people and
the society; thus making ofcommunity psy-
chologyaformofpolitical psychologywbich
aims at the empowerment of civil society
(Lane & Sawaia, 1991a; 1991b).

Educational and
Training Opportunities

As said above, community psychology
is taught aspartoftheundetgraduatecourses
in psychology and postgraduate studies in
socialpsychology.Asyet, ithasnot acbieved
independence as abody of studies, although
its practice is clearly differentiated and has
obtained its own professional space.

At the same time the \\:nezuelan aca-
demic system has been flexible enough to
allow students inclined towards the field to
pursue their interests through research con-
ducive to the elaboration of their B.A, Mas-
ters andPb.D. dissertations or theses. In tbis
way,a corpus ofknowledge has been devel-
oped with papers presented in national and
international professional and scientific
meetings and articles published injournals.

Both theundergraduate and postgradu-
ate programs, as well as some government
projects, keep a busy interchange with aca-
demic centers from abroad, where commu-
nity psychology is taught and research on
the field carried out. Thus, Irma Serrano-
Garcia and Eduardo Rivera-Medina, from
Puerto Rico have been visitors, as well as
Bob Newbrough, Ed Seidenberg and T.
Revenson, from the U.S.A.; Silvia Lane,
from Brazil, and S.Barriga, from Spain. At
the same time, ~nezuelan communitypsy-
chologists travel frequently to Argentina,
Brazil, Colombia,Chile, CostaRica, Mexico
and Peru. This means that close contact
with those countries is kept, providing a
critical and fruitful dialogue.

ProCessionalOrganizations
and Community Psychology
In spite of the activity and results ac-

complished there is not a specific organiza-
tion uniting community psychologists in
~ela. What works as afomm or arena
for presenting our work is the \\:nezuelan
Association of Social Psychology
(AVEPSO), whose Biannual Meetings and
journal (Boletin de IaAVEPSO) provide the
opportunity to communicate research re-
sults, theoretical and methodological re-
flections. Actua1lythatjournal has played a
key role in the dissemination not only of
\\:nezuelan Community Psychology, but of
the Latin American line of theol)' and re-
search in the field. The professional recog-
nition receivedbycommunitypsychologists
is due, in part, to having bad access to it.

Also, \\:nezuelan Communitypsychologists
belong to the Community PsychologyNet-
work of the Inter American SocietyofPsy-
chology and, some of them have links to
Division 27 of the APA.

Academic Community
Psychology Programs

Organization and development in San
Josi de La Urbina. This program was
initiated in 1990at theDepartment ofSocial
Psychology,CentralUniversity.Theprofes-
sor of Community Psychology was ap-
proached by an officer at the Community
Education Program of the Ministl)' ofFam-
ily, in order to attend the demands of the
people from a slum in Caracas: San Josede
La Urbina. The goals of the program are:

a) To link the teacbing of the sub-
discipline with practice carried out in the
community.

b) To develop, along with community
members an action program seeking to
strengthen organizations within the com-
munity, and to foster new ones according to
its necessities; to attend to the participants
needs. regarding psychosocial processes
leading to empowerment and development
of their resources; to catalyze a process of
social change planned and carried out by
community members.

The first step of the program was to
assess the needs of the community.This was
done with the participation of several orga-
nized groups within the community (the
Health Committee, Radio«Alegria" and the
Libra!)' Group), and other inhabitants of
San Josede La Urbina. A questionnaire was
used to further access and prioritize needs.
As a result the deficiencies and state of
disrepair of a targetted school were consid-
ered as the main problem for the neigh-
hourhood and a program was planned. A
second program was aimed at strengthen-
ing the organization of the groups at in-
creasing the participation of the people.

In order to attend to these demands, a
new group with links to those already exist-
ing, but incorporating new members, was
created to deal with the School problem.
Tberebabilitationoftbeenvironmentaround
the School was a third step. This involved
cleaning, painting and teacbing the people
not to dump gaIbage in those places, but to
put it in containers that can be collectedby
the Urban Cleaning Service. Workshops
about decision making, self-esteem, asser-
tive communication, leadersbip and, men-
tal health given by the psychologists, at the
specific request of the people, have comple-
mented this process.

The action of the organized groups has
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achieved what can be considered the first of
thepositive changesforthe School: through
their organized activity they were able to
present, and defend their case before the
Educationauthoritiesand, asa consequence,
the School was investigated by a Supervisor,
the Principal was changed, and a series of
workshops for the teachers, aiming to sensi-
tize them and to overcome the mutual feel-
ings of distrust and malaise existing be-
tween them, the children and their parents,
were given by the psychologists.

Currently, a process of critical retrieval
of the history of the community is being
planned, in order to transmit to the young a
sense of social identity, leading them to care
for, and participate in the activities benefit-
ing the community and transforming it in a
better place to live in.

The Casalta Project. This project was
carried out by researchers at the Institute of
Psychology and students from the School of
Psychology (UCV). Its objectives were; to
stimulate a process oftechnological change;
to facilitate the achievement of that project
of change; the analysis of the political con-
frontation involved; the retrieval of the his-
tory of the Casalta community. In this pro-
gram community and environmental psy-
chology provided the bases for work.

The first phase of the program con-
sisted in the generation and organization of
the group "La Esperanza" (Hope) as a legal
association for homeless victims of a land-
slide produced by torrential rains that de-
stroyed their shanties in one of the moun-
tains around the Caracas valley. This asso-
ciation had as main goal obtaining a plot of
land from the city authorities, at Casalta, a
quarter in Caracas, and to plan and build
several apartment houses and provide ser-
vice infrastructure. The psychologists con-
tributed by giving assistance to this process
and by planning the distribution of the
dwellings and common services, as well as
the production of building technology, and
the process of negotiation between the com-
munity and the civil servants. Workshops
on communication techniques, patterns of
child-rearing, decision making, the effects
of crowding and sexual behaviour were
given at the request of the community.

In order to receive economic and tech-
nical help from the Governor's office, more
families had to be admitted in the associa-
tion which lead to a loss of clarity about
objectives and norms. Group sessions and,
role-playing techniques were employed to
help the clarification and solution of con-
flicts emerging during the process. This
experience had a modelling effect on other
communities with similar problems, and

the project has served to train psychology
students in psychosocial community work.

Non-academic Community
Psychology Programs

1\\'0 programs will illustrate the type of
community psychology applied outside
academia, in Venezuela: A governmental
program, the Community Education (pEC),
and the Psychosocial Program of CESAP
(Center for Popular Action Service), a non-
governmental agency.

The PEC was created as a complemen-
tary strategy of the Venezuelan government
social policy, with the objective of pro mot-
ing the organization oflow income commu-
nities, and their participation in the solution
of health problems, specifically in preven-
tive actions. To achieve this, PEC has imple-
mented ioformation campaigns, specific
courses about nutrition, prevention of gas-
trointestinal and respiratory diseases, mas-
sive vaccination carried out yearly, recre-
ational activities for children, environmen-
tal protection campaigns, and attention to
pregnant women. In all these actions com-
munity members organized in Health Com-
mittees, are involved.

CESAP's program covers a variety of
communities in the country, both wban and
rural, and many different kinds of partici-
pants: there are women's groups, workers'
groups, youth associations, farmer commu-
nities, communities in big city slums. Psy-
chologists and other social scientists and
workers provide assistance about organiza-
tion, legal understanding, leadership train-
ing, community participation, decision-
making, healtheducationandservices, group
dynamics, need-assessment, consciousness-
raising, and social communication tech-
niques. Psychologists also give workshops
about psychosocial processes involved in
community transformations. Again, this
program is oriented by a conception of
social change not as something provided
from outside the communities, but from
within them, with the psychologists acting
as facilitators and agents of change.
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Community Psychology in Great Britain
Jim Orford'

The University of Birmingham, Edgbaston

The Current Position
Community psychology is currently

scarcely visible in Britain. There is no Divi-
sion or Section of the British Psychological
Society that carries that name nor any Uni-
versity postgraduate training programs in
community psychology. Community psy-
chologist is not a recognized profession and
there are few specific employment niches
for community psychologists at the present
time.

What there is in the U.K, currently,
however, is a small but growing number of
psychologists dissatisfied with a purely in-
dividualistic approach to the practice of
psychology and with the social and political
naivety of much of the theory that underpins
that practice, and concerned to innovate in
the area of social and community interven-
tions. Reflected in the list of participants at
a recent conference held in Newark,
Nottinghamshire, most of this group in Brit-
ain are clinical psychologists, with a few
educatioual psychologists; and some social
psychologists. Indeed, it is a particular char-
acteristic of this developing British commu-
nitypsychology movement that professional
psychology, particularly clinical, is in the
forefront. The few British books on commu-
nity psychology have each been written by
clinical psychologists. Bender's (1976),
Community Psychology. in the Methuen
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paperback psychology series, Koch's (1986)
edited volume, Community Clinical Psy-
chology, and my own Community Psychol-
ogy: Theory and Practice (Orford, 1992).
The one postgraduate training program that
includes the word community in its title is
the University of Exeter Clinical and Com-
munity Psychology course, in effect it is a
clinical psychology training program witha
community bent.

This prominence of clinical psycholo-
gists lends to the British community psy-
chology movement a particular flavour
which may be distinct from that to be found
in some other countries. In some writings on
community psychology from the USA, for
example, there is to be found a distinctly
anti-clinical tone. Although many of us in
Britain are critical of a bias towards an
individualistic, diagnostic or psychopatho-
logical approach to human problems, com-
munity psychology is not generally seen as
antithetical to clinical psychology. This may
have a lot to do with the origins of clinical
psychology in Britain which are closely
intenwined with the coming into being of
the British Natioual Health Service (NHS),
an experiment in comprehensive and so-
cialized health care to which British clinical
psychologists are almost without exception
strongly committed. This has meant that
most British clinical psychologists have had

most of their professional experience work-
ing with underprivileged and marginalized
groups: people with learning disabilities,
with needs for long-term mental health
care, with alcohol or drug problems, to
name but three client groups. Although
there are worrying signs that, after fifteen
years of right-wing government intent on
tampering with the NHS, some clinical psy-
chologists are being drawn towards private
practice, there has until now been ne:\.1to no
tradition of the effons of clinical psycholo-
gists being drawn away from the public
service towards work with the relatively
well-off and privileged.

Many clinical psychologists in Britain
now have experience of working in commu-
nitymental health centers, ofworking along-
side non-professionals, groups of health
service users, and self-help groups, and of
working within the principles ofnormali7.a-
tion or social role valorization. This is par-
ticularly true of clinical psychologists work-
ing within the learning disabilities spe-.
cialty. A number of posts have been adver-
tised in recent years caUing for 'communi!)'
clinical psychologists' or even just 'com-
munity psychologists. '

A second route whereby some British
psychologists have come to identify, at least
tentatively, with the community psycho1o~'
movement, has been via social psychology.
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Out of the identity crisis in social psychol-
ogy of some years ago, which was partly
about the failure of experimental social psy-
chology to produce ecologically valid find-
iogs, has emerged a strong desire on the part
of some social psychologists to make their
subject more applied. This has lead to an
ioc1ination to directly address social prob-
lems, to cany out field studies, and to mix
quantitative with qualitative methods.

The marriage of clinically-oriented
community psychology and applied social
psychology is reflected in the single British
community psychology journal, theJournal
of Community andApplied Social Psychol-
ogy, the first issue of which appeared in
1991. 10 some extent this is a marriage of
convenience, reflecting as it does the ab-
sence of an uneqnivocal British community
psychology movement

British community-oriented psychol-
ogy has found it as difficult to escape the
iodividualistic approach as have contribu-
tors to community psychology journals in
the USA (Lounsbury, Cook, Leader &
Meares, 1985). Although thereare examples
of studies investigating important social
and community problems from a psycho-
logical perspective (e.g., Bagley, 1992;
Brown & Harris, 1978; Warr, Jackson &
Banks, 1988; Wright, Binney & Kunkler,
1994), it is rare for such studies to involve
any attemptto intervenetoameliorate social
or community problems, and it is probably
not unfair to say that British community
psychology is still short on action. This
impression is supported by examining the
four issues of the Journal of Community and
Applied Social Psychology appearing prior
to the Newarlc conference. Of 18 empirical
articles appearing' in those four issues, only
three involved intervention. The methods
used in the remaining fifteen studies were
limited, one was a laboratory style social
psychologyexperiment, eight involved ques-
tionnaires or survey interviews adminis-
tered once only, one an in-depth interview,
three repeated questionnaires or survey in-
terviews, and two analysis of documents. Of
the three articles reporting an intervention,
onewasfrom North America, and of the two
British studies one was at the individuall
organi7J1rionallevel, the other at the level of
community.

The Iastmentioned of these studies was
a social enqniry and action project carried
out in a community near the centre of
Nottingham, a large industrial town in the
East Midlands of England, not far from
Newark. Much of the area covered was
categorized as extremely or seriously disad-

vantaged. A clinical psychologist providing
a therapy service at the primary care level
involved herself in a local Community Fo-
rum along with other people working and
living in the area who were concerned to
develop a cohesive and coordinated ap-
proach to improving the area by encourag-
ing local people to voice their needs and
aspirations. In her role as a community
psychologist she encouraged the carryiog
out of a community survey and played a
major role in analyzing the data. Members
of the Forum acted as interviewers and
interviewed a total of 123 local residents.

The survey resnited in the identifica-
tion of the main perceived harrnful influ-
ences upon health and causes of stress in the
community, including litter, dog excrement,
air and traffic pollution, feeling unsafe to go
out at night, and lifestyle-related issues such
as smoking and diet. Results were reported
at a public meeting and publicised in the
local newspaper, local libraries, shops and
community centers. This resnited in setting
up a network of groups concerned with
different issues., e.g., play space for chil-
dren, local leisure facilities for teenagers, a
parents' and toddler's group, a stress man-
agement group (Bostock & Beck, 1993).
Amongst further activities was the setting
up of a survey of doctors initiated by women
patients. The report contrasted good and
bad doctors from the women's perspective,
naming the doctors concerned and making
specific suggestions for improvement. The
doctors themselves and members of the
local authority responsible for primary health
care services were invited to a meeting at
which the report was discussed (Bostock,
1994).

In many ways this project represents an
excellent example of action research, with
the psychologist acting as a facilitator of
others, and the research forming part of the
process of attempted intervention. There
are many interesting points about this par-
ticular piece of work. One is that the psy-
chologist concerned developed the role of
community psychologist as a resnit of work-
ingin the community as a clinical psycholo-
gist Another concerns the compromises
that have to be made in order to mount
effective action research. As Janet Bostock
reported at the Newark Conference, she
"never won the argument" about the need
for a representative sample of interviewees
for the survey, although she clearly had
many successes in other ways. Such com-
promises are inevitable when 'the partici-
pants' in community psychology research
really are participants in making decisions

about the conduct and interpretation of the
research (Serrano-Garcia, 1990).

Sue Holland is another clinical psy-
chologistwho has found a way of combining
psychotherapy and community action. Her
work with women in a housing estate in the
White City area of London (Holland, 1988)
has had considerable influence in inspiring
community clinical psychologists in Brit-
ain. The women participants in the project,
often suffering from depression which had
been viewed in a highly individualized way
and treated with psycho-active drugs, com-
menced by engaging in individual therapy.
From there they moved to an involvement in
groups which aimed to consider women's
mental health within a family and social
context, and from there developed collec-
tive social action in which women became
involved in attempts to change aspects of
their local environment and to raise mental
health as a social issue within the estate.
Thus the participants wonld move from a
position in which their difficulties were
construed in terms of personalized troubles
and individual symptoms, through a stage
during which theywonld question the wider
origins of their difficulties, and perhaps
further to a 'radical structura1ist' positionio
which they might be able to engage in social
action to alter social conditions. As Holland
stated:

Prevention must ... be addressed to both
the internalized social structures of the
human psyche and the external social
structures of society and state. The
prescriptions of 'treatment' which fol-
low from such a model include both
psychotherapeutic intervention at the
psychic level, and political actions at
the structural level (p 126).

A number of other British clinical psy-
chologists are recognizing the conceptnaI
and practical limitations of individual
therapy. One who has written eloquently on
this theme is David Smail (1987,1994). In
his book, Taking Care: An Alternative to
Therapy, he wrote:

... as long as we seek the explanation
for pain, despair and catastrophe in-
side people, we shall fail to observe
that they are in fact the result of our
construction of a society serving the
fUnctions of power and interest as they
operate coercively and manipulatively
between people (1987, p.68 original
emphasis).

Another is Craig Newnes who has re-
cently written in The Psychologist, the
monthly professional journal of the British
Psychological Society:
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Clinical andCounselling Psychologists
Q1fI in a position of privilege-;lot be-
cQUSewehave magical waysofhelping
people but because our rhetoric and
the needs of others has created an
illusion that we Q1fI experts in misery ...
Our professional body might look at
ways of promoting [knowledge about]
links between poverty, cruelty. unem-
ployment and distress 1994 (p. 314).

DavidFryeris anexample ofanapplied
socia1psychologist who has identified him-
self with the growing British community
psychology movement. He has reviewed a
great deal of evidence consistently showing
a relationship between unemployment or
employment conditions, and mental ill-
health. He describes this as being as impres-
sive a body of work as can be found any-
where in twentieth centuly applied socia1
psychology (Fryer, 1994a). He has been
critical of theories such as Jahoda's (1988)
and Warr's (1987) regarding the psycho-
logical functions of employment, and him-
selfhas developed an 'agency' theory that
supposes that unemployment and other ad-
verse labor marlcet conditions Oow paid
work, insecure work and unsafe work, etc.)
restrict and undermine people's ability to
initiate action, to assert themselves, to influ-
ence and cope with events, and to plan their
lives in line with values, goals and expecta-
tions.

Fryer's own recent work has been with
fifty families in an area of poverty in
Edinburgh Scotland. Within each family a
number of informants provide information
about their socio-economic circumstances
and how they are coping with them, and are
given computer-based advice about welfare
benefits (Fryer, 1994a). Fryeris one of those
who sees virtue in the fact that British
community psychology does not at present
constitute a coherent, identifiable, theoreti-
cally unified discipline. As he says:

I regard 'community psychology' as an
attractive label precisely because it
refers to a field that is relatively unde-
fined in terms of theoretical hobby
horses, methodological preferences and
substantive issues, and is relatively
immune from the attentions (at least in
the u.K.) of professional protectionist
organizations (Fryer, 1994b, p. 13).

Time will tell whether community psy-
chology in the U.K. will remain in this loose
and flexible form or whether it win move
towards greater coherence and institutional
fixation.
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A brief history
Generally, psychologists have been con-

sidered as 'second line' health personnel, to
becalled upon by 'first line' personnel when
they encounter problems beyond their own
levelof competence .... Although this model
sounds rational and reasonable, it overlooks
that differences exists between physical and
mental disorders, and that several decades
of great investments have been made in the
building up of publicly supported somatic
health facilities at the local level, while very
little has been done to develop comparable
mental healthfacilities. It also overlooks the
fact that 'the first line' of care for mental
disorders is social institutions like the fam-
ilyand a person's social network, consisting
of neighbours, friends and acquaintances.
(Christiansen,198l).

This was expressed by the most prorui-
nent communitY psychologist in Norway,
Bjorn Christiansen, almost 14 years ago.
Since then, there has been a positive devel-
opment of many aspects of the community
psychology area in Norway. In sum, the
history of community psychology in Nor-
way is rather brief. The psychological work
at the local health centres started in the late
sixties, and the role of community psycholo-
gist with a close attachment to the social
welfare service, started in the ruid-seven-
ties. There have also been other branches of
psychology, for instance in the educational
system and in the alcohol and drug area,
where the central principles in community
psychology have been applied: decentrali-
zation of the service, more outreach work
and an emphasis on prevention.

Psychologists haveforyears been work-
ing in the educational system and schools.
Because this service is reqnired by law, all
the municipalities in Norway (almost 500)
have a school psychologist service for all
children and youngsters. The main psycho-
logical activities are counselling, consulta-
tion to teachers in the schools and kinder-
gartens, to parents and also consultation to
other professionals in primary health care.

Another characteristic of the profes-
sional tradition in Norway, is the role as so-

called community psychologist. In the rural
area, the community psychologists cover a
broad range of methods, including crisis
intervention, counselling and psychologi-
cal examination, consultation and short-
term treatment. The community psycholo-
gists are most often situated at the local
health and social centre in the municipality,
and collaborate with other health profes-
sionals at the centre. In this way, the com-
munity psychology service is relatively eas-
ily available to most local people and to the
other groups of professionals like the gen-
eral practitioner, nurse and social worker.

Evaluation of this service showed that
the main benefit for the municipalities was
a more cost-efficient treatment and preven-
tion system, characterized by a more avail-
able servicein termsoflocationand economy
(Christiansen, Iversen, & Stephansen, 1983).
The community service resulted in a hC:tter
matching of the treatment system to the
client's needs, and that the service took
place at a low level in the treatment system.
Furthermore, the training of, and consulta-
tion with, other professionals had resulted
in a valuable competence bnilding that has
made the communities more independent of
professional assistance from the specialist
agencies.

Another community psychology tradi-
tion is the work at the local health centres
for children, where psychologists have been
involved in variouskinds ofpreventive work.
These centres are responsible for preschool
children and their physical and mental
health, especially the vaccine programs.
Some centres have psychologists in full-
time positions, but most centres receive
psychological assistance from external con-
sultants on a regular basis. More than 90%
of the Norwegian children up to sevenyears
of age are reached by the centres, in this way
representing a very important preventive
agency. The main activities for the psy-
chologists have been counselling work with
preguant women and with parents of new-
born and small children about general prob-
lems in the upbringing of children. Beyond
these primary preventive activities, the cen-

tres are responsible for screening and early
detection of mental and physical disabili-
ties, and referrals to the specialist agencies.
They are also involved in the habilitation
process for the disabled children.

Theoretical Underpinning
Norwegian psychology has been

strongly influenced by the many branches of
American psychology. There are several
exchange programs between the major
American universities and the Norwegian
universities. For this reason, our basic text-
books in community psychology have been
imported from the USA, and 1will mention
only a couple of important contributors:
Community Psychology: I1llues Reseorrh
andAction by Julian Rappaport (1977), and
Psychology and Community Change by
Kenneth Heller, Price, Reinhan, Riger and
Wandersman (1984).

The cultural differences between our
two countries make it sometimes difficult
for the students to accept or understand the
specific issues presented in the books. Still,
it has been important for us to present the
more international and culture-independent
principles of community psychology, and
discuss how they can be applied within our
own cultural and political environment.

A more recent textbook by Jim Orford,
Community Psychology: Theory and Prac-
tice (1992), has been well received in Nor-
way, and has contributed to bridging some
of the cultural barriers. Since prevention,
and especially primary prevention beyond
the individnallevel, is an important area in
community psychology, I will also mention
another student textbook of ours: Health
Promotion at the Community Level edited
by Neil Bracht (1990).

Although the values and principles of
community psychology fit very well into our
political and welfare traditions, community
psychology in Norway is still in its infancy
as an acaderuic discipline. However, during
the last five years or so, there has been a
positive and significantincreasein the num-
ber of research projects and more action
oriented studies, where scientists work in
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close collaboration with the practitioners,
especially in the areas of prevention and
evaluation.

Political and Cultural Influence
The Norwegian Psychological Asso-

ciation was established in 1934, strongly
influenced by the psychoanalytical tradi-
tions. After the second world war, the Nor-
wegian society was built on social demo-
cratic principles where justice, equal rights
and opportunities for everyone were impor-
tant principles. Furthennore, the strength-
ening of the local group and community
identity was another important principle.
Mental healthand well-beingwereno longer
regarded as individual factors, but rather as
determined by societal, economic, and envi-
ronmental factors.

Accordingto recent political priorities,
prevention ofmental health and psychosocial
problems has received more attention than
ever before (Stortingsmeldingnr. 37, 1992-
93). There has been a development of pro-
fessional roles and activities in this area,
with an emphasis on prevention of mental
health problems, support of self-help groups
and decentralization of the traditional men-
tal health services. To a large extent, psy-
chologists have been regarded as key per-
sonnel in coping with mental crisis in the
general population (i.e., related to accidents
and disasters) and in the development of
health promotion and prevention oriented
activities in the schools, health centres,
outreach units, child guidance, refugee cen-
tres and in the public service centres for the
elderly (NOU, 1988:33). Furthennore, the
formal education and training opportunities
for psychologists interested in community
psychology have been improved over the
last five years, both at the graduate and
postgraduate level. There is a need of elabo-
rating the ideas, theories and models in the
various fields of community psychology.
The scientist-practitioner model, which is
based on a close collaboration between uni-
versity staff and practicing community psy-
chologists, has a long tradition in our coun-
try.

Education and
Training Opportunities

The Department of Psychology at the
University of Oslo was established in 1909.
This was the start of the academic psychol-
ogy in Norway, where psychology was a
branch of philosophy. Currently, four uni-
versities in Norway offer a graduate pro-
gramin psychology, characterized by a broad
psychological orientation. The programs
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satisfy official standard norms for univer-
sity programs in psychology, as defined by
the health and educational authorities. They
include a broad range of psychological top-
ics such as biological and medical psychol-
ogy, coguitive psychology, social psychol-
ogy, personality, and developmental psy-
chology, research methodology, clinical psy-
chology, and finally the psychosocial is-
sues-including work and industrial psy-
chology, community psychology, and edu-
cational psychology. All the university pro-
grams in psychology in Norway include all
the mentioned topics.

As an illustration, I will give a brief
description of the program that I am most
familiar with, at the University of Bergen.
The training program in community psy-
chology is offered by the Department of
Psychosocial Science that is part of the
Faculty of Psychology, one of the very few
psychological faculties in Europe. The pro-
gram emphasizes the individual in an envi-
ronmental context, and the reciprocal influ-
ences of the various levels and hierarchies
in society as they structure and fonn indi-
vidual potential. Community psychology is
primarily oriented towards preventive in-
tervention and evaluation of various pro-
grams in the health and social service sys-
tem. The training program has an out-
wardly-oriented and applied approach and
involves cooperation with many different
community bodies. The program's main
political goal is to strengthen an important,
growing field with the competence and in-
terest of newly trained psychologists. Fur-
thennore, the program prepares the student
for a variety of relevant community psycho-
logical issues and methods. The program
includes both theoretical aspects, method-
ology and also role perfonnance aspects
associated with work in these areas.

The Norwegian Psychological Ass0-
ciation offers three different postgraduate
training programs, each lasting for approxi-
mately five years. A Cand.Psychol. degree
(six years) is reqnired to enter the post-
graduate program. The program consists of
four major components: relevant practice,
supervision, several specific courses and
conferences, and a paper or publication
approved by a committee. Fulfillment of the
program requirements entitles the psycbolo-
gists to call themselves a 'specialist' in the
specific area. The three areas are clinical
psychology. work and industrial psychol-
ogy and finally community psychology.
Consequently, community psychology iswell
covered in the Norwegian educational sys-
tem.

ProCessional Bodies
oC Community Psychology
There has been a combined licensing

and certification law for psychologists in
Norway since 1973. Practicing psycholo-
gists are reqnired to have a higher degree in
professional psychology: the CandPsychol.
degree. This degree is awarded after six
years of academic and professional study,
and is equivalent to an American doctorate,
or to a British MA or MSc. plus diploma.

Now, there are nearly 3000 psycholo-
gists in Norway, most of them members of
the Norwegian Psychological Association.
The majority work in the health or educa-
tional systems. Only a small percentage
work in industry. There is a great demand
forpsychologistsinNorway, including com-
munity psychologists. Currently, more than
400 positions are vacant, especially in the
rural areas. The general tendency from 1990
to 1994 was that psychologists moved away
from the traditional work areas like the
mental health treatment area and the educa-
tional system. More psychologists have es-
tablished private practices that normally
have better economic outcomes. There is
also a tendency for more psychologists to
work in the public administration as plan-
ners of the health and social system, or work
in the primary health and social service. An
increasing number of psychologists are also
involved in research and higher education.

The psychologists trained in commu-
nity psychology work within a very broad
range of the Norwegian educational, health,
and welfare system. A common characteris-
tic is that they often work as single psy-
chologist in close collaboration with other
professional groups within a variety of set-
tings. This is, to some extent, different from
the situation in the specialist area, where
many psychologists are working together,
giving them an opportunity to establish a
professional, psychological identity. It is for
this reason that the training program for
community psychologists is so important,
because they get together and exchange
professional experiences and ideas, contn"b-
uting to the development of a professional
identity as community psychologist.

Projects in
Community Psychology

I will now briefly present two projects
in community psychology in Norway, as
illustrations of at least some professional
activities in the area. It is always difficult to
select among the varietY of ongoing activi-
ties, but I think that the two projects repre-
sent basic community psychological prin-
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ciples, strongly supported bypoliticians and
health authorities in Norway.

The Norwegian Bereavement Care
Project was initiated in 1986, as a collabo-
ration between the national health authori-
ties, the church, and severa1 non-govern-
mental organizations (I'huen, in press;
TIlUen& Skutle, in press). The main objec-
tivewas to establish an opportunityfor local
support for bereaved people. The project
included a training program for various
professional groups about grief reactions,
crisis intervention and how to support be-
reaving persons, both individually and at a
group level. Communitypsychologists have
heen responsible for the development and
national coordination of the project, and for
thetJainingprograms. furthermore, another
group of community psychologists, at the
Department ofPsychosocial Science, Uni-
versity of Bergen, are responsible for the
evaluation of the project.

The project is a kind of strengthened
self-help movement since professionals are
involved in the groups to a certain extent
Currently, about 40 municipalities have es-
tablished local steering committees to coor-
dinate the support measures, organizing
more than 60 bereavement groups. The
evaluation of the project focuses on three
different levels. At the individual level the
research issue is to idenillY psychosocial
factors associated with a healthy adoption to
the loss and satisfaction with the support in
the group. Another relevant issue concerns
the group level, where attention is paid to
the group structure and group processes
associated withfavourableoutcome. Finally,
at the organizational level the major re-
search issue is to idenillY organizational,
demographic, and economic factors associ-
ated with an efficient organization of the
groups at the local level. Preliminary find-
ingsfrom this study strongly emphasize that
social support, from either family members,
friends, or from the bereavement groups, is
perceived as valuable by the recipients and
isofgreat help to them in their griefprocess.

The next project that I will mention, is
aimed at health promotion and substance
abuse prevention among young adults In
WeslernNorway(Iversen, Skutle, &Bergan,
1994). This is a community based action
research program that currently takes place
in five selected municipalities, with an em-
phasis on empowerment and control to local
authoritiesintheirpreventivee1forts against
alcohol and drugproblems. The main objec-
tive isto reduce the level of drinking, drunk-
enness, drug use and also the negative con-
sequences from these habits. The planning

of the project was initiated by the national
health authorities in collaboration with the
Department of Psychosocial Science, Uni-
versity of Bergen. The project is based on an
initial analysis of the involved communi-
ties, where local resources, key persons and
organizations are identified (Bracht &
Kingsbury, 1990). A survey study among
young adults, 16 to 2S years ofage, is also
included in the analysis, where the primary
aim is to define the needs, goals, and rel-
evant strategies in the preventive work. The
basic assumption is that the communities
themselves are the experts, and probably
know best what they need. The project's
central steering group, with representatives
from the participating county, from the
National Ministry of Health Social Affairs,
and from the University ofBergen, helps the
local committees in their planning and in
the carrying out of their plans.

The initial phase of the project has
recently started in the municipalities, and it
certainly requires much local resources and
personnel. Still, it has been very well re-
ceived, and it seems like the community
psychology approach is very easily accepted
and adopted by the communities. The local
steering groups include both health and
social representatives, politicians, young
adults, and representatives from volunteer
organizations. Currently, the group mem-
bers attend a training program where the
basic principles in primary prevention,
health promotion and community psychol-
ogy are presented and discussed.

The projectis being evaluated by a team
of community psychologists, applying both
qualitative and quantitative methods
(Iversenetal., 1994). Themainfocuswillbe
on a process evaluation, but also a
summative, e1fect-oriented evaluation of
selected components of the program will be
caITied out The process evaluation takes
place throughout the project period, in c0-
operation with the project coordinator situ-
ated at the county's health administration.

Conclusion
In Norway, community psychology as

an academic discipline and professional
area competes with the attraction of clinical
psychology, at both the graduate and post-
graduate level. We are also in a position
where community psychology is introduced
to other professional groups. Therefore, I
will empbasize the importance of research
and documentation. It is not satisfactory to
present our basic community psychology
values, ideas and hypothesis, unless we are
willing to invest in theoretical and empiri-

cal research. We need to know if our meth-
ods and strategies work, and how and why
they work, andfor wham they work.
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Aging

The Aging interest group
focuses on the productive
role of aging in the com-
munity and the prevention
ofmentaJ health problems
in the elderly. For more
information, contact Mar-
garet Hastings (708) 256-
4844.

Rural

The Rural interest group
is devoted to highlighting
issues of the rural environ-
ment that are important in
psychological research,
service, and teaching. For
more information, contact
David S. Hargrove (601)
232-7383.

Community Health

The Community Health
interest group focuses on
health promotion, disease
prevention, and health care
service de1ivety issues as
they relate to the commu-
nity.Formore information,
contact Rich Jenkins (30 I)
294-1880, ext. 1125; Fax
(302) 294-1896; E-mail:
ljenkins@usuhs.usuhs.miI
or Frank Wong (617) 522-
0714.

Applied Settings

The Applied Settings in-
terest group explores the
roles and contributions of
peopleworkinginapplied
community psychology
settings. For more iofor-
mation, contact David
Chavis (908) 932~512.

Self-Help

The Self-Help interest
group is an international
organization of research-
ers, self-help leaders, and
policy makers that pro-
motes research and action
related to self-help groups
and organizations. For
more information, contact
Keith Humphreys (415)
493-5000, x2814.

Undergraduate
Awareness

The aim of the Under-
graduateAwarenessinter-
est group is to promote the
awareness of community
psychology among uoder-
graduate students and in-
crease student involve-
ment in community psy-
chology. For more iofor-
mation, contact Kim
Kobus (312) 996-3036.

Children and Youth

The Children and Youth
interestgroupfacilitatesthe
interests of child and ado-
lescent development in
high risk contexts, espe-
cially the effect of wban
poverty and community
structuresonchildandfum-
ily development. For more
information, contact Mark
Aber (217) 333-6999.

Stress and Coping

The Stress and Coping in-
terest group aims to pre-
serve the Society's tiestoao
area of research that has
been important historically
in the development of com-
munity psychology and fa-
cilitate communication
among researchlers in this
area and with other com-
munity psychologists. For
more information, contact
Fran Norris (404) 651-1610.

School Intervention

The School Intervention
interest group is being es-
tablished to focus on the
theories, methods, knowl-
edge base, and settingfac-
tors pertaining to preven-
tion and health promotion
programs in schools. For
more information, contact
Marcia Klein (203) 789-
7645.

mailto:ljenkins@usuhs.usuhs.miI


Aging and Mental Health Interest Group
Margaret M. Hastings

The rapid growth of the aging popula-
tion is one of the most significant demo-
graphic changes in the United States. In
May 1995, the last WhiteHouse Conference
on Aging in this century will be held. A
special focus for this meeting will be gen-
erational interdependence. The Aging In-
terest Group will bnild its 1995 activities in
concert with the conference agenda.

A majority of older persons in our coun-
try are healthy, educated and represent a
major natural resource for our communi-
ties. Organizing and utilizing that resource
is critical for our nation's children and their
schools as well as for many other commu-
nity institutions that run andlor depend on
volunteer energy. At the same time, foster-
ing and keeping a meaningful place in our
communities for the elderly can prevent
isolation and depression that can lead to
poor nutrition, inactivity, and unnecessary
mental and physical decline. Many preven-
tive programs such as self-help groups can
be essential in maintaining wellness of the
aging, promoting health of elderly
caregivers, and managing chronic condi-
tions.

An example of the contributions of our
elderly are evident in the growing role of
grandparents in our society. Over 50% of

the nation's grandparents report spending
twenty hours or more a week in doing child
care for their grandchildren. More than one
million children are being raised and sup-
ported solely by grandparents.

Of special interest to SCRA is the fact
that there is little public knowledge about
these programs or research on their effec-
tiveness including their impact on commu-
nities as well as on the health and well being
of the elderly. This finding suggests impor-
tant directions for the aging interest group.

1994-95 Directions for the
Aging Interest Group

The aging interest group gnals are:
1. To examine the roles of the elderly as a
major natural resource for improving life in
our local communities,
2. To develop ways to prevent, delay on-
set, andlor lessen the severity of disease and
disability among the aged through mainte-
nance and discovery of worthwhile roles for
the elderly in our communities, and
3. To assess and demonstrate the potential
of self-help in promoting wellness among
the elderly and preventing mental disabil-
ity, isolation, and disease among the elderly.

Activities for 1994-95
To move toward accomplishing these

gnals, a basic set of activities will be:
1. To identify members of SCRA inter-
ested in aging issues, develop a directory of
those members and their interests, and es-
tablish an ongoing working group for real-
izing interest group gnals,
2. To provide information on the areas
discussed above through publications in
TCPandAJCP.
3. To develop specific program proposals
for the 1995 APA convention, and
4. To develop a special seminar and other
activities for the upcoming Biennial Con-
ference, related to productive aging,
intergenerational programs, and the elderly
as a major resource for community well-
being.

Join the Interest Group
Please join our efforts by sending or

faxing your name, address, phone and fax
numbers, current position, current activity
and research interests in the aging field.
Please include any special ways you would
like to contribute to the interest group mis-
sion. Send information to Margaret M.
Hastings, Ph.D., Box 228, Kenilworth IL
60043; PhonelFax(708) 256-4844; or, Phone
(312) 663-0040; Fax (312) 663-9058.

•

Stress and Coping Interest Group

This interest group was approved by
the SCRA Executive Committee in January,
1994. At present, it has 47 members. Fran
Norris of Georgia State University and
Manuel Barerra of Arizona State University
are chair and chair-elect, respectively. The
group's purposes are to: (a) preserve and
promote the Society's ties to an area of
research that has been important histori-
cally in the development of community psy-
chology;(h) facilitate communication among
researchers in this area, between group
members and other community psycholo-
gists, and between community psycholo-

gists and other stress researchers; (c) build
bridges and respect between researchers
and activiests in the stress and coping field;
and (d) represent the interests of group
members within the larger SCRA.

Because the group is newly formed, no
activities were held in the first half of 1994.
In July, a mailing was sent to all group
members that included their names and
phone numbers, the group's mission state-
ment, and a letter of introduction from the
chair. Members were asked to think about
activities we might sponsor as a group at
either the SCRA Biennial or APA meeting

next summer. Because it was not possible to
plan a formal meeting for the 1994 APA
Convention, members were asked to look
for one another informally at the Social
Hour. Group members also were asked to
send the chair short descriptions of their
specific interests and recent activities to be
circulated among other members of the
group. For more information about the
group, please write or call Fran H. Norris,
Ph.D., Department of Psychology, Georgia
State University, Atlanta, VA 30303, (404)
651-1610.
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School
Intervention

Interest Group

Self-Help/Mutual Support
Interest Group: The International

Scope of the Self-Help Movement

The school intervention interest group
will be hosting a breakfast at the Biennial
Conference on Saturday, June 17, at 8:00
a.m. The specific location will be posted
near the registration desk. If you would like
further information, please contact Marsha
Kline at (203) 789-7645 or JoeZins at (513)
556-3341. To be placed on our mailing list,
you may call Marsha or write to her at The
Consultation Center, Yale University, 389
Whitney Avenue, New Haven, cr 06511.

Membership in the self-helplmutnal
support interest group reflects the interna-
tional scope of the self-help movement.
Between our mailing list and our electronic
communication network, the interest group
gives information to and facilitates connec-
tions between researchers and self-helpers
in over a dozen countries from Hong Kong
to Finland.

Thanks to the assiduous efforts nfinter-
est group members Francine Lavoie,
ThomasinaBorkman, andBenjamin Gidron
(who, not incidentally, are from three differ-
ent countries), the current issue of Preven-
tion in Human Services features a sampling
of self-help research from around the world.
Francine, Thomasina, and Ben organized
the research track at the 1992 International
Conference on Self-HelplMutnal Aid. The

conference brought together researchers and
self-helpers from five continents for a lively
exchange of ideas and experiences.

The special issue of Prevention in Hu-
man Services. subtitled "International and
inter-cultnral research on self-help mutnal
aid groups," presents revised and expanded
versions of the papers given at the Ottawa
conference. Topics addressed include the
role of self-help groups in Japanese culture,
the contrast between American and Israeli
mutnal aid groups, and the character of self-
help in the former East Germany. In combi-
nation with the founding of the Interna-
tional Society for Third-Sector Research's
self-help interest group, Ihis collection of
papers presages a bright future for interna-
tional collaboration and expansion in the
self-help movement and its research.

Join SCRA's E-mail Network

Greetingsl We invite you tojoin SCRA's
very own e-mail list! The name of the list is
SCRA-L, and it can be accessed by anyone
with an e-mail address. Through Ihis list,
you can receive updates on current events
concerning SCRA. You can also post mes-
sages to all SCRA members signed-on the
list. We hope that Ihis list will become a
forum for discussions wiIhin the society,
and we encourage all SCRA members to
sign-on and participate.

It is quite simple to become "connected"
with other SCRA members on the e-mail
list. It requires two steps:

I) Send an e-mail message TO:
LISTSERV@UICVM.UIC.EDU.

2) In the body of the message, type:
SUBSCRIBE SCRA-L followed by your
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first and last name with a single space
between each word. For example, John Doe
could sign on the list by typing: SUB-
SCRIBE SCRA-L JOHN DOE.
WiIhin 24-hours, you should get a message
backfromlistserv stating that you have been
added to the SCRA-L list. If there was any
problem with your "mail command," it will
instead inform you of the problem.

An introduction toLlSTSERVis avail-
able! Once you log on to the list, you can get
an introduction to LISTSERV documents
with two steps:

I)Send an e-mail message TO:
LISTSERV@UICVM.UIC.EDU.

2) In the body of the message, type:
GET LISTSERV REFCARD.
A file (LISTSERVREFCARD) will be sent

to you which gives a general introduction to
LISTSERV commands and their usage.

Sending group messages to SCRA
members on e-mail. To post messages to the
list members:

1) E-mail your message TO: SCRA-
L@UICVM.UIC.EDU.

2) 'JYpe and send your message in your
normal manner.
The message will be forwarded toall signed-
on members!

If you have any questions or problems,
please feel free to send an e-mail message to
SCRA's National Students Representative,
Sean Azelton, atLSean.Azelton@uic.edu.
If you need social support or want to hear a
human voice duringIhis process, call Roger
Weissberg at (312) 413-1012. Welcome
online!

mailto:atLSean.Azelton@uic.edu.
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CaU for Nominations:
Harry Levinson Award

for Excellence in Consultation

The Harry Leviusoo Award is given to
an APA member who bas demonsttated ex-
ceptional ability to integrate a wide range of
psychological theaty and concepts and 000-
vertthatinlegrationintoapp1ieationsbywhich
1eadersand managers may create more efI'ec-
tive, healthy,andhumaneorg,mi",,'ions. This
awan1, funded by the earnings from a tnJst
fund established by Harry Levinsoo and ad-
ministered by the American Psychological
Foundation, will offer a check for $1,000.
Nominatioodossiersshouldincludealetterof
nomination, the nominee's current resume or
c.v. and appropriate supporting documenta-
tion such as leuers ftom ooDeaguesorclients,
publications, or other evidence of the signifi-
cance and impact of the nominee's work.
Send nominations to:

Paul lloyd, Ph.D.
Chair, Division 13 Awards Committee

lloyd &. Associates
808 Alta Vista

Cape Girardeau, MO 6370 I

CaU For Papers

The American Joumol of Community
Psychology is publishing a special issue on
km;ni<t theaty, research and methodology.
The issue will have three sections. The first
section will focus on methodology. Feminist
researchers have been interested for many
years in questions such as "Can you conduct
research inoolpOratingfeminist values while
re1ying on traditional research methods'/"
and "Are there research methods which are
uniquely feminist in their nature and which
serve. just through their use, to advance a
feminist agenda'/" The driving force behind
this debate bas been the increasingly salient
knowledge that the research method chosen
does much to constrict the questions to be
addressed, the format the data will take, and
the way that data will be interpreted. This
push to have researchers recognize thevalues
implicit in the research methods they se1ect
basbeeoanimportantCOJlICI'Stoneofoommu-
nitypsychology.Given this emphasis, having
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this discussion addressed ftom a feminist
perspective fits in well with the goals of the
society.

Articles will be selected for this section
which address feminist values, the values
implicit in various research methods, and the
possibilityofuniquelyfeministresearchmeth-
ods. Itisexpectedthattheapparentdichotomy
betweenthetraditional emphasison resean:her
objectivityand the feminist empbasis on per-
sonal involvement and oommitment will fuel
much of the enetgy for this section.

The second section will focus on the0-
retical issues. Community psychology is sup-
posed to have a special oommitment to the
development of alternative paradigms and
the evolution of unique appmaches to social
problems. Yet vCty often there is a lack of
forums for the presentation of theoretical or
position papers, particularly ones lacking a
research base. This section will focus on
theoretical articles addressing the intersec-
tion of oommunity psychology and feminist
theaty.

The third section will focus on articles
dealingwith socialaction issues. Articles wiD
be selectedwhich report on projectswhich the
researchers clearly identifY as involving a
feminist approach, feminist methodology, or
feminist values. This approach will empha-
size the self-identification of researchers as
overtlyfeminist, ratherthanauemptingtouse
objectivecriterion. Particularly soughtwill be
articles involving social policy issues.

If you have a project that you feel would
be appropriate for the special issue please
sendabrief description to JeanHill or Marion
Threnzio. The deadline for submissions is
April 1, 1995. Contact:

Jean L. Hill, Ph.D.
Department of Behavioral Sciences
New Mexioo Highlands University

Las ~ New Mexioo 87701
or

Marion Terenzio, Ph.D.
Sage Graduate School

The Sage CoDeges
Troy,New York, 12180

Teaching About ChUd Abuse and
Neglect: Request for Information

In 1992, the APKs Coordinating Com-
mittee on Child Abuse Issues convened sev-
eral worldng groups to summarize current
knowledge about childabuse and neglect and
recommend plans of action for addressing
child abuse and neglect issues. The Working

Group on Implications for Education and
Training was asked to create a strategy to
enoourage the expansion of teaching about
child abuse and neglect issoes. The working
groop's report included specific reoommen·
dations to promote education and training
about child abuse and neglect ftom the high
school through thepostdoctoralleve1s. These
reoommendations wiDbe poblished in 1995
in theJoumal o/Clinical Child Psychology,
along with the reports of the other working
groups.

Someofthesereoommendationsarenow
being implemented. One reoommendation
was togathertogethercbildabuse and neglect
education materials that are currently being
used, create a packet that inclndes several
sample curricula, reading/reference lists,and
other materials, and then make this packet
available to teachers, professors, and clinical
supervisors. Members of the working group
believed that such a packet would encourage
teachers at many levels to insert child abuse
and neglect information into current classes,
update information that they may already be
presenting, and oonsider developing entire
oourses devoted to child abuse and neglect
issues.

If you teach about child abuse and ne-
glect, either asa distinct courseor as a subject
within a more general OOUISC (e.g., a health,
child development, or family issues ooorse),
youare enoouragedto submit information for
inclnsion in this packet of information. The
information that you submit may include: (a)
class syDabior schedules showing the topics
you cover, (b) readings for the students, (c)
books or articles that you found useful when
preparing your lectures or presentations, (d)
projects or activities that you have students
oomplete, or (e) films, videotapes, or other
supplemenlaty materials that you use. This
informationwillbecompiled andmadeavail·
able to other teachers. Your name will not be
associated with the specificmaterial that you
send; however, the names of aU those who
oontribnte to the packet will be listed.

Please send whatever material you be-
lieve would be useful to others teaching at
your level to:

Maty CampbeD
American Psychological Association

750 First Street NE
Washington, DC 20002-4242

Foradditionalinformation aboutthisproject,
please oontact:

JefIi"eyHaugaard. Ph.D.
Dept of Human Dev. & Family Stodies

\1m Rensselaer HaD
CorneDUniversity
Ithaca. NY 14853

e-mail: jjhI5@oomeD.edu

mailto:jjhI5@oomeD.edu


Call for Nominations:
RHR International Award

forExcellent in Consultation

TheRHRIntemational Awardis given
to an APA member whose career achieve-
mentsreflect outstanding service to public or
private org;mizations by helping them re-
spondmore effectively to human needs. Pri-
nuuy emphasis is placed on the practice of
consultation rather than other accomplish-
ments, such as teaching or research. This
award,accompanied by a check for S1,500, is
funded annually by the consulting firm of
RHR International in honor of a founding
member who epitomized the standanls of
excellence which they and the Division of
Consulting Psychology seek to perpetuate.
Nomination dossiers should include aletterof
nomination, the nominee's current resume or
c.v.and appropriate supporting documenta-
tionsuch as letters fiom colleagues or clients,
publications, or other evidence of the signifi-
cance and impact of the nominee's work
Sendnominations to:

Paul Uoyd, Ph.D.
Chair, Division 13 Awards Committee

Uoyd & Associates
808 Alta Vista

Cape Girardeau, MO 63701

VCPPP Conference on the
Prevention of Heterosexism

and Homophobia
June 14-17, 1995

Burlington, Vermont

Now in its 21st year, the \bmont confer-
ence on Primary Prevention, Inc. will focus
on Prevention of Heterosedsm and
Homophobia. Internationally-distinguished
leaders in the field will offer paper, work-
shops, and discussion groups on various as-
pects of the prevention of heterosexism in-
cluding keynote speaker: Celia Kitzinger,
UniversityofLoughborough,England,Speak-
ing of oppression: Psychology. politics, and
the language of power.
Factors of strength and strain in our com-
munities:
1. The stress of coming out, taking on an
identity,finding a community
2.SexuaVPartnered Relationships
3.Lesbian andgay parents and their children
4.Lesbiansandgaymen who are members of
ethnic minority groups
5./mmigrant and refUgee lesbians

Prevention of risk factors and unique
stressor! in our communities:
1.Substance use in the gay and lesbian com-
munities: A harm reduction approach?
2. Challenges and coping among lesbian,
gay, and bisexual youth: Queer kids in
postmodern American Society
3.Acculturation, social supports, and life
events stressors in gay men
4. Heterosexism and antigay hate crimes
Advocacy: Thward the elimination of
heterosexual bias
1.Rejecting therapy; using our communities
2. Using thepolitical system: Wheredowego
from here
Worl<shops
1.Prevention of heterosexism in the health
setting
2. Prevention of heterosexism in the educa-
tional setting
3. Prevention of heterosexism in the corpo-
rate setting
4. Prevention ofheterosexism in the therapy
setting
5. Gay and lesbian youth: The case of Out-
right w,nnont
6. Heterosexism and AIDS

A one-week, threcxredit graduatelun-
detgraduate psychology course (psyc 295) on
"Prevention ofHeterosexism and Homopho-
bia" will be offered in conjunction with the
conference through the University of ,\\or-
mont.

Formore informationregardingthe con-
ference or the related course, please contact

UVM Conferences, Attn: VCPPP
30 South Park Drive

Colchester, VT 05446, USA
(800) 639-3188

Fax: (802) 656-3891

Poster Presentations and
DiscussionSessionsInvited!
A poster session allows for extended

discussion of the topic with the author, using
illustrative materials (tables, graphs, data)
placed on a poster. Discussants will be se-
lected for their expertise in an area related to
the conference theme. To propose a poster or
discussion hour please send three copies of
proposal: typed, maximum three pages plus a
cover page with poster/discussion session
title and name, address, telephone number/
fax of each author. Submit the proposal for a
poster or discussion session to:

Anna Myers-Farelli
Attn: VCPPP

Deparbnent of Psychology
John Dewey Hall

University of ~rmont
Burlington, VT 05405

Fax (802) 656-8783

Call for Abstracts: AJCP

Special Issue on Community
Interventions to Promote Youth

and Family Development

The past decade has seen an increasing
focus on issues concerning U. S. youth. Social
critiques and new policy proposals, educa-
tional reforms, and governmental as well as
privately sponsored programs have targeted
an oft-cited litany of problems, including
inadequate mastery of academic skills and
high rates of school dropout, violence, early
andout-of-wedlockpregnancy, and substance
use and abuse. Low income teenagers, par-
ticularly wban youth of color, have received
the bulk of the attention through these initia-
tives.

More recently, there has been a growing
recognition that poverty is the common ele-
ment in many if not all of these issues--;lS a
root cause and a compounding factor-and
that, therefore, effective preventive strategies
and solutions to these problems need to be
comprehensive and holistic, focusingonyoung
people's real lives and including their fami-
lies. Not surprisingly, these are particularly
cba11enging programs to evaluate.

The American Journal of Community
Psychology plans to publish a special issue
dealingwith community interventions to pro-
mote youth and family development Papers
are invited in the following areas: descrip-
tions of successful or promising community-
based models andtheir implementation in the
U.S. and abroad, evaluations of such pro-
grams, methodological advances intheevalu-
ations of such programs, and policy analyses.
The special issue is meant to illuminate the
subject area and illustrate community-based
community psychology interventions.

Abstracts are due no later than June 30,
1995, and will be reviewed as submitted. For
additional information, to discuss potential
paper ideas, and to submit abstracts, please
contact:

Sharon L. Rosen, Ph.D.
Executive Director

The Bingham Program
New England Medical Center

750 Washington Street, Box 396
Boston, MA 02111

Fax: (617) 636-7301
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